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Introduction

Zo-who? Getting to Know Zoho

Never heard of Zoho? You will. Zoho has been around only since 2005, but in that time it’s
launched a complete suite of business- and productivity-related applications—from
Writer, its word processor and first program, to CRM, a sophisticated tool for managing
customer relationships.

Zoho’s name comes from a play on SOHO, which stands for small office home office, and
the SOHO market was one of the company’s first targets. As word spread, and as Zoho
released more applications, small-to-medium businesses showed interest. And large
enterprises weren’t far behind. In summer of 2008, Zoho’s millionth customer signed up.

What’s the buzz about? In a nutshell: sharing, collaboration, and affordability. Because
Zoho offers software as a service over the Internet, you can access your applications (and
their documents, data, and records) from anywhere you can connect to the Internet and
use a web browser to sign in. Storing documents and data online also makes it easy for
you to share, publish, and collaborate with others. So, for example, when your team mem-
bers are putting together a report or a PowerPoint-style presentation, they can work on it
anytime, from anywhere—several people can work on the document at once, updating a
single copy in real time.

As for affordability, all Zoho services are free, or have a free version you can try. Business
applications have different pricing structures for different subscription levels, so you’re
never paying for more than your business actually needs.

A note about security: Zoho knows how important it is to keep your data safe and
private. Zoho locates its servers in super-secure datacenters behind sophisticated,
state-of-the-art firewalls. Servers are regularly checked to prevent vulnerabilities
and are constantly scanned to protect from viruses and other suspicious traffic. In
addition, your data is backed up daily on multiple servers at multiple locations.
How does that compare to your desktop?
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A Quick Overview of This Book
Zoho 4 Everyone is designed to be what its name implies: a book for anyone and everyone who’s
interested in learning how to use Zoho’s online programs. Whether you’re looking for a free,
easy-to-use online word processor to write your memoirs or a suite of productivity tools for your
business, this book has something for you. Even if you’re new to web-based applications or
you’re still learning your way around keyboard, Zoho 4 Everyone will get you up to speed in using
Zoho’s most popular programs.

This book is organized into parts, and each part groups programs by what they do: create and
organize documents and slideshow-style presentations, track data, communicate and keep track
of your to-dos, meet and collaborate online, and streamline your business processes. This section
describes how the book is put together.

Part I: Documents and Presentations
Part I is all about information: writing documents and reports, adding content to a virtual note-
book, and communicating your ideas in a slideshow format. In Part I, you’ll find these chapters:

■ Chapter 1: “Have Your Say with Zoho Writer”—Writer is Zoho’s word-processing program.
Because your documents are stored online, you have access to those documents wherever
you have a web browser and Internet access. But you can also work on your documents
when you’re not connected to the Internet and then sync them with Writer when you’re back
online. If you’ve never tried a web-based word processor, you’ll be surprised at the way
Writer steps up to the job, letting you format documents, use templates, and insert images,
links, and tables—pretty much everything you expect and need in a word-processing pro-
gram.

■ Chapter 2: “Zoho Notebook: Clip, Snip, and Organize”—Notebook is an online program
that lets you gather and organize different kinds of content—text, images, audio, and
video—and then easily share that content with others.

■ Chapter 3: “Presenting…Zoho Show”—A presentation is a slideshow, similar to those
made with Microsoft’s PowerPoint. Presentations are meant to be shared, and Show makes it
easy for you to do just that. With Show, there’s no need for your audience to be in the same
room, because you can run your presentation over the Web.

Part II: Spreadsheets and Databases
Everybody needs to keep track of something. Whether you’re keeping the family to a monthly
budget, cataloging your stamp collection, or updating your business’s inventory, spreadsheets
and databases have become indispensable tools for life in the twenty-first century. This part of
the book has chapters that cover these data-management tools:

■ Chapter 4: “Track Data with Zoho Sheet”—Zoho’s spreadsheet program lets you organize,
analyze, and store your data in a single, secure, easy-to-access location. For power users,
Sheet also offers advanced features such as recording macros and creating pivot tables.
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3A Quick Overview of This Book

■ Chapter 5: “Zoho Reports: Online Databases and Reports”—Use this online database to
enter data and use it to create reports in the form of charts, pivot tables, and summaries (and
that’s just for starters) by simply dragging and dropping. Because the data is stored on the
Web, your whole team can access that information from anywhere: on the road, at home, or
at a far-flung branch office.

■ Chapter 6: “Do-It-Yourself Applications: Zoho Creator”—Who said you need to know how
to program to design a database? With Zoho Creator, if you know how to use a computer
mouse, you can create a database of your very own. Design one or more forms, and then use
those forms to capture data and view it in different ways.

Part III: Communication and Scheduling Tools
A big part of the attraction of web-based applications is the ease of communication and sharing
that the Web allows. This part of the book focuses on applications that let you communicate
with others and share your schedule:

■ Chapter 7: “Zoho Mail: Web Mail Redux”—If you’ve tried just one web-based application,
chances are you’ve tried a web-based email program, such as Hotmail or Gmail. After you
give Zoho Mail a try, you’re likely to make it your email program of choice. Zoho Mail lets you
organize your email messages in a way that makes sense to you: folders, labels, or both. It
also integrates seamlessly with other Zoho applications.

■ Chapter 8: “Instant Communication with Zoho Chat”—Chat is Zoho’s instant-messaging
(IM) program, which you can use to send and receive messages with any of your contacts
who are online: friends, family, coworkers, business contacts, and more. Unlike some other
IM programs, there’s no software to download, so you can chat from any computer with a
web browser and an Internet connection. Chat one on one or in groups, and save a transcript
of the conversation to read later.

■ Chapter 9: “Zoho Planner: Your Online To-Do List”—Keep yourself organized with this
simple, streamlined program that lists your upcoming events, tasks, and appointments as
to-dos and lets you share them with others. If you tend to be forgetful or are always running
late, you’ll appreciate Planner’s automatic email reminders.

Part IV: Meeting and Collaboration Tools
The whole point of online applications is how easy they make it to collaborate. This part of the
book covers Zoho’s state-of-the-art collaboration tools:

■ Chapter 10: “Zoho Meeting: Web Conferencing Made Simple”—Online meetings are all
the rage—not because they’re fashionable, but because they’re convenient. Zoho Meeting
lets you schedule and run online meetings through your web browser. Participants can join
immediately—there’s no special software for them to download and install. Zoho Meeting
works with Skype, a service that lets you make free voice calls over the Internet, to add voice
conversations to the meeting.



■ Chapter 11: “Build Collaborative Sites with Zoho Wiki”—A wiki is a collaborative website;
when you create a wiki, you can make it your own personal website, or you can invite people
to work on it with you. So a class can work together to create a group website on, say, saving
the whales; a family can share photos, memories, and news; and a business team can create
a site dedicated to its current project. Zoho Wiki works with other Zoho services, such as
Writer and Show, making it easy for you to fill up its pages.

Part V: Apps for Business
You can use any of Zoho’s applications for your business, but this part of the book focuses on
those designed to meet specific business needs:

■ Chapter 12: “Manage Customers with Zoho Invoice and Zoho CRM”—Whether you’re a
self-employed consultant or work for a large company, business is all about keeping your
customers happy—and getting paid. And that’s what these two programs are designed to
help you do. Invoice is a good choice for small-to-medium businesses looking for a way to
streamline and track their invoicing procedure. CRM is for companies looking for an all-in-
one customer-relationship management solution—from launching a marketing campaign,
to following up on leads, to closing the sale, to processing payments.

■ Chapter 13: “Keep the Team on Task with Zoho Projects”—Managing a project is a complex
set of overlapping objectives, tasks, and deadlines. Whatever the project, if you’re managing it,
you have to assemble a team, assign roles and tasks, create a document library, set up meet-
ings, and keep an eye on approaching deadlines. That’s a lot of juggling, and Zoho Projects
helps you keep all the balls in the air by managing all these activities with a single application.

■ Chapter 14: “Zoho People: Your Online HR Office”—Zoho People provides a common-
sense workflow for managing your organization’s hiring process—from posting a new job
opening, to identifying qualified candidates through making an offer and bringing the new
employee on board. But that’s not all—People also has tools for managing current employ-
ees, including a self-service page where employees can update their information, request
time off, sign up for training, and so on. People is customizable, so you can be sure it fits your
organization’s needs.

Zoho is responsive to user feedback and feature requests, which means Zoho frequently
updates its applications. Because of these frequent updates, you may find that some of
the pages and steps on the live applications differ from what you see in this book.

What Are You Waiting For? Signing Up and Signing In
When you sign up for a Zoho account, you get access to most of Zoho’s applications with just
one user ID and password. It’s called single sign-on, and it saves you both time and the effort of
remembering multiple passwords. (Some of the business apps, such as CRM, still require you to
set up an account, although you can use the same username and password for that account as
you use for all your other Zoho apps.)

To sign up for a Zoho account, a good place to start is Zoho’s home page: www.zoho.com. (You
can also create an account from the home page of any individual Zoho service, such as
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wiki.zoho.com or writer.zoho.com or mail.zoho.com.) On the right side of the page, click the Sign
Up link to open the page shown in Figure I.1. It takes just a little information to create your
account:

■ Username—The ID you want to use with your Zoho apps.

■ Email address—Where Zoho can send the confirmation email.

■ Password/Confirm Password—Type in a hard-to-guess password (it’s best to use a combi-
nation of letters and numbers) to gain access to your account.

■ Image text—To prove you’re a person and not some kind of web bot, type the sequence of
letters and numbers into the text box.

■ Agreement—Click the links to read Zoho’s Terms of Service and Privacy Policy. If you agree,
check this box.

■ Newsletter—If you want Zoho’s newsletter delivered to your email inbox, check the box that
subscribes you.

Look good? Then click Sign Up. Zoho emails you a confirmation notice; click the link in the email,
and you’ve got a Zoho account of your very own.

Figure I.1
Fill out this short form to create a Zoho account.

Signing In to Zoho Through a Google or Yahoo! Account
If you have a Yahoo! or a Google account, you can use that account to sign in to Zoho. This is
helpful if you want to take a look at a few Zoho services before you decide whether to sign up,



but you also get full access to Zoho services when you sign in this way. So if someone shares a
Zoho Writer document with you, for example, you don’t have to create a whole new Zoho
account to access it—you can sign in through your existing Google or Yahoo! account.

When you sign in to Zoho through your Google or Yahoo! account, you give Zoho temporary,
limited access to your account. Zoho doesn’t store your password or poke around in your per-
sonal documents.

To sign in using your Yahoo! or Google account, go to Zoho’s home page at www.zoho.com (or
go to the home page of any Zoho service). In the Sign In box on the right side of the page, look
for where it says Sign In Using Google or Yahoo. Click Google or Yahoo!, depending on which ser-
vice you use.

If you’re not currently signed in to the service you clicked, a page opens asking for your user ID
and password. Type these in and click the Sign In button. When you’re signed in, another page
opens, asking for your permission to grant Zoho limited access to your account to log you in.
Click I Agree (in Yahoo!) or Grant Access (in Google) to sign in to Zoho.

Getting Help with Zoho Applications
In the Zoho suite of services, different applications have different levels of help. Some have an
FAQ (a list of frequently asked questions), others have a Help wiki, still others have a phone num-
ber you can call for live assistance, and some leave you more or less on your own (so it was smart
of you to pick up this book).

If you can’t find a Help link in a Zoho program, or if the FAQ for that program doesn’t answer
your question, the best place to try is one of the Zoho forums. Each Zoho app has forums for
feedback, feature requests, bug reports, and announcements. Most apps have a Forums link at
the top of their pages. If you don’t see a link, you can get directly to the Forum page for that app
by pointing your web browser to forums.zoho.com. Zoho services are listed along the right side
of the page; click the one you want, and then use the upper-right Quick Search box to look for
keywords related to your issue.

To ask a question, choose a particular forum from the Forums Categories list on the right. On the
page that opens, click New Topic to open a form where you can ask your question and add it to
the ongoing discussion.

Introduction Zoho 4 Everyone6
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Presenting…Zoho Show

Slideshows are a powerful way to make your points during a meeting. Used to be, you’d
have to get everyone into the same room at the same time to show your presentation.
And with busy schedules and people on the road, that could be hard to do.

Zoho Show solves that problem. Create your slideshow and store it on the Web. When it’s
time for that meeting, you can give the presentation over the Internet—so if Tom is on the
road, Betty’s in a branch office, and Michelle is working from home, they can all watch
your presentation in real time. You can even publish the presentation so that others can
go through it on their own time, at their own pace.

Creating a Presentation
To get started with Show, point your web browser to show.zoho.com (and log in if you’re
not already signed in to your Zoho account). When you first open Show, you see a home
page that looks like the one in Figure 3.1. This is the place for creating presentations,
whether you start a brand-new presentation using Show or import an existing presenta-
tion.

Starting from Scratch
To create a brand-new presentation in Show, start on the Show home page (see Fig-
ure 3.1). Click the Create a New Presentation link. (If you’ve already added a presentation
or two, click the Create New button in the upper-left part of the page.) This opens the
Create New Presentation page shown in Figure 3.2. Here’s where you tell Show the basics
so it can get started on your presentation:

� Presentation Name—After you’ve created a bunch of presentations, you want it to be
easy to find the one your looking for, so give your presentation a descriptive name.



Figure 3.1
Start creating presentations on the Zoho Show home page.

� Description—This section gives you the option of writing a lengthier description of your
presentation, who it’s for, its purpose—whatever might be helpful.

� Tags—In Show, tags work just as they do in Zoho Writer (see Chapter 1, “Have Your Say with
Zoho Writer”). They help you organize your presentations by labeling them. Tagging a pre-
sentation is optional, and you can always add tags later.

As you type in your presentation’s name, Show fills the same text into the Tags text box.
You can keep, edit, or delete the Tags text, as you prefer.

Use tags to find related presentations. On the Zoho Show home page, click the Tag Cloud
link (on the left). This shows all the tags you’ve added to your presentations. The more pre-
sentations that are associated with a tag, the bigger the tag appears in the cloud. Click any
tag to see a list of the presentations tagged with that word.

� Choose Theme—In Show, a theme is a design template for your presentation. Zoho offers
dozens of predefined themes, from plain to jazzy, so you can give your presentation the feel
you want it to have.

After you’ve set up the presentation, click Start to create your presentation.

Chapter 3 Presenting…Zoho Show84
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Figure 3.2
When you create a presentation from scratch, Show collects some basic information to get you started.

Importing an Existing Presentation
You don’t have to start from square one to get a presentation into Show; you can import existing
presentations and work on them in Show. Presentations you import must be either on the Web
or stored on your computer. Either way, the import process is fast and easy.

To import successfully into Show, a presentation file must be 10MB or smaller.

Importing a Presentation from Your Computer

Show can handle presentations that you created using Microsoft PowerPoint (files that end with
the extension .ppt or .pps) or OpenOffice.org Impress (files that end with the extension .odp 
or .sxi).

To import a file, go to the Show home page at show.zoho.com. (Make sure you’re signed in to
your Zoho account.) If you don’t currently have any saved presentations, click the Import a Local
or Online Presentation link; if you’ve already got one or more presentations in Show, click the
upper-left Import button. Either way, Show opens the Import Presentation page, shown in 
Figure 3.3.

If you’re already working on a presentation, you can import a new presentation by clicking
the Import link at the top of the page.

Info 4U
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Figure 3.3
Whether a presentation is displayed on the Web or stored on your computer, you can import it into Show.

To import a PowerPoint or Impress presentation, make sure the Select a Local File radio button is
turned on. (Zoho preselects it for you.) Click the Browse button; a new window opens, where you
can find the file you want on your computer. Select that file and click Open to make the filename
appear in Show’s Import Presentation page.

Show automatically fills in the file’s name and uses that name to tag the presentation, but if you
want, you can change the presentation’s name, its tag, or both. Just click inside the Presentation
Name or Tags box and edit as you like. You can also write an optional description of the presen-
tation.

You’ve got one more decision to make before you import the presentation, and that’s in the
Import Option section: In Show, do you want the presentation to be Read Only or Read/Write? If
a presentation is done and you only want a copy of it in Show, select Read Only mode. If you
know you’re going to be doing more work on the presentation, select Read/Write mode.

When you’ve made your choices, click Import to upload a copy of the presentation into Show.
Zoho imports the presentation and sends you an email to confirm that the import has taken
place.

Importing a Presentation from the Web

To import a presentation that has been published somewhere on the Web, you need to know
the URL (that is, the web address) of the presentation. The easiest way to get this is to go to the
presentation and then copy what’s in your web browser’s address bar.

Chapter 3 Presenting…Zoho Show86
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Next, go to the Show home page and click Import. The process of importing a presentation from
the Web is almost identical to importing a presentation from your computer (see the previous
section). The main difference is that, when you’re importing from the Web, you turn on the Enter
a Web URL option on the Import Presentation page (see Figure 3.3) and paste or type the pre-
sentation’s URL into that text box.

When you’ve set up the presentation the way you want it, click Import. Show imports the pre-
sentation, adds it to the list on its home page, and emails you to let you know that the import
succeeded.

Presentation Views
Sometimes you want to work on a presentation one slide at a time; other times, you want to get
an overview of the presentation as a whole. And eventually, of course, you’re going to want to
give the presentation a trial run. As you’re working on a presentation, you have the following
options for viewing it:

� Normal View—This view displays your presentation in the optimal way for working on indi-
vidual slides: The slide sorter pane on the left, the slide editor in the middle, and a right-side
pane for activities such as adding shapes or tags, changing the theme, and viewing the pre-
sentation’s history. This is the default view when you create or open a presentation. If you’re
in a different view, get back to Normal View by selecting Slide View, Normal View.

� Master View—If you want to change the look, size, or style of the standard fonts in a presen-
tation, switch to Master View (Slide View, Master View). This view shows two master slides:
Title Master and Slide Master (see Figure 3.4). Any changes you make to these master slides
automatically apply to all the slides in the presentation.

� Sorter View—Shown in Figure 3.5, Sorter View gives you an overview of your presentation
as a whole. From here, you can easily move slides around. To switch to Sorter View, select
Slide View, Sorter View.

To make a fast switch from Sorter View back to Normal View, double-click the slide you
want to work on, and it opens in Normal View’s slide editor.

� Slideshow—Before you share your presentation, you’ll want to give it a couple of run-
throughs to make sure everything looks okay. To view your presentation as a slideshow, click
Slideshow in the top row of toolbar buttons. This previews the slideshow in a new window.
And, of course, if you’re giving an onsite slideshow (as opposed to one that brings together
remote users from different locations), this is the button to click to start your show.

Tip 4U



Figure 3.4
Tweak the formatting of all slides in a presentation using the master slide.

Chapter 3 Presenting…Zoho Show88

Figure 3.5
Sorter View shows thumbnails of all the slides in your presentation.

Editing a Presentation
Whether you’re adding content to a shiny new presentation or editing an existing one, you work
in the presentation editor, as shown in Figure 3.6. The presentation editor has three main areas:
a pane on the left that shows thumbnails of your presentation’s slides, a center area where you
can edit individual slides, and a pane on the right that lets you do the following things:

� Add shapes or clip art to a slide.

� Change a presentation’s theme.

� View the presentation’s history (that is, the different versions you’ve saved).
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� View or work with a presentation’s tags. (See the upcoming section on working with tags.)

� Get information about your presentation.

Figure 3.6
Show’s presentation editor is where you add slides and content to your presentations.

Adding Slides
When you first create a new presentation, Zoho helps you out by inserting a blank title slide at
the start. (As Figure 3.6 shows, this slide has placeholders for a title and subtitle.) But a presenta-
tion consisting of just one slide is not very useful. To add a new slide, click the New Slide button
on the left end of the Formatting toolbar. Show opens the dialog box shown in Figure 3.7.

When you click the New Slide button, Show inserts the new slide right after the one
that’s currently selected.

The Create New Slide – Select Slide Type dialog box offers these formats for blank slides:

� Blank Slide—No predetermined formatting here, so you can go to town adding content
wherever you want.

� Title Slide—This format has text boxes already inserted and formatted for a title and 
subtitle.

� Title with Text—There’s a slot for a title at the top of the slide and a text box for normal-
sized text below it.

Info 4U



� Title with Points—This is just like the Title with Text format, except that the lower text box is
preformatted as a bulleted list.

� Two Text Blocks—Below the titles are two text boxes, side by side. Use this kind of slide
when you want the slide’s text to appear in columns.

Click a slide type to select it; then click Create Slide to insert a blank slide with that format into
your presentation.

Chapter 3 Presenting…Zoho Show90

Figure 3.7
Choose a format for each new slide you add to a presentation.

Working with Text
When you create a new slide, such as the title slide shown in Figure 3.6, that slide already has
preformatted text boxes placed on it. (The exception, of course, is when you create a blank slide,
which has no text boxes already inserted.) These text boxes help you put content on the slide
without having to worry about font, color, size, or placement. However, you can change any of
these as you like, as this section explains.

Adding Text to a Slide

When you’ve added a slide that has some text boxes (you’ll know because the slide has place-
holders such as Title or [Insert your text here]), click the placeholder text. The placeholder
changes to a text box like the one in Figure 3.8, so you can start typing. At the same time, Show
activates the formatting buttons above the slide editor.

You’re not limited to Show’s placeholders for putting text on a slide. If you want to add text to a
blank slide, or if you want to add a new text box to a preformatted slide, click the downward-
point arrow on the Text Box button (see Figure 3.8) or right-click the slide and select Add Text.
This brings up a menu of choices for the kind of text box to add: Title Box 1, Sub Title Box, Title
Box 2, Text Box, or Bullet Box (for creating a bulleted list).

Whichever kind of text box you choose, Show inserts it into the current slide. Click the place-
holder to turn it into a text box and then start typing. Show pays no attention to existing con-
tent when inserting the new text box, so the new text box might overlap other text boxes or
graphics. You can move or resize the text boxes to eliminate this problem, as the next section
explains.
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Text box

Formatting buttons Text Box button

Figure 3.8
To replace a placeholder with your own text, click the placeholder to turn it into a text box and then start typing.

Resizing or Moving a Text Box

You’re not stuck with Show’s standard positioning of text; you can move text around on the
slide. You can also make a text box larger or smaller to get your text looking just the way you
want—maybe you want it to stretch all the way across the screen or be limited to a narrow col-
umn.

To move a text box, click the text it holds to make the text box visible, as in Figure 3.8. Position
your cursor on the border of the text box so the cursor becomes a four-way arrow. When the
cursor changes, click and drag the text box to its new location. Let up on the mouse button
when you’ve got the text where you want it.

To resize a text box, click the text you want so the borders of the text box appear. The border
has eight small squares, called handles, at its corners and its lines’ halfway points. Click any han-
dle and drag it to make the text box smaller or larger. As you drag, the text inside the box repo-
sitions itself, so you can see how it looks on the slide. When the text looks good, let up on the
mouse button to apply the new text box size.



Formatting Text

To format text, click the text to reveal the text box and activate the formatting buttons above the
slide editor. Then select the text you want to format. (Press Ctrl+A or Cmd-A to select all the text
in the box.)

If you’ve worked in Writer, the text buttons will be familiar. (Chapter 1 has a list of formatting
buttons and what they do.) You can change the font style, size, or color; add a background color
to the text box; align text; change the indent; create lists; and more.

Want your list to have a different bullet or numbering style from the standard? Click the
arrow next to the Bullets or Numbering button to select from a variety of styles.

Creating Hyperlinks

When you give a slideshow, you can insert a link that opens a web page when you click it. First,
make sure you know the correct URL (web address) of the web page you want to link to—the
easiest way to do this is to open the web page and copy what’s in your browser’s address bar.

Back in Show, select the text that will hold the link and then click the Insert Hyperlink button on
the right side of the toolbar. (Or press Ctrl+K for a keyboard shortcut.) The Insert Link dialog box
opens. Paste or type in the URL of the page you’re linking to and then click Insert. The text is now
linked to the web page.

If you haven’t yet written the text for the hyperlink, you can do that at the same time you
insert the link. When you click the Insert Hyperlink button with no text selected, just type
the text into the Text to Display box, above where you paste in the URL, and then click
Insert. Zoho inserts the text and the link, all at once.

Working with Shapes
A slideshow with nothing but text might make your points, but visually it’s kinda boring. To add
a little pizzazz to your slides, try adding some shapes. You can create a flow chart, emphasize
important points with stars or lightning bolts, add a speech or thought bubble, and more. Show
even comes preloaded with ready-to-use clip art in more than a dozen different categories.

Inserting a Shape

At the top of Show’s right pane are five tabs; the leftmost one, called Shapes, is where you
choose and insert a shape into your slide. Show offers six categories of shapes; click a category
to see its options:

� Basic Shapes—Includes squares, circles, diamonds, rectangles, trapezoids, and just about
everything else you may remember from geometry class.

� Callouts and Stars—This is where you’ll find a variety of star shapes and bubbles to indicate
speech or thoughts.

� Block Arrows—Offers quite a few styles beyond the run-of-the-mill single- or double-
headed arrows.
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� Flow Charts—Includes all the common symbols you need to create this kind of diagram: ter-
minators, actions, processes, decision points, and more.

� Symbols—This is Show’s “miscellaneous” category, including smiley faces, hearts, flowers,
scrolls, and more.

� Clip Art—This is where you can browse categories ranging from animals and people, to
computers and technology, to entertainment and sports (and that’s just for starters) to find
cartoon-like illustrations for your slides.

Whatever kind of shape or illustration you want, click the shape to select it. Then move your cur-
sor to the approximate place on the slide where you want the shape to appear. (Don’t worry if
your placement isn’t exact; you can move the shape later.) From there you have two options:

� Click to make a standard-sized shape appear.

� Click and drag to size the shape you’re inserting.

Voilà! You’ve inserted a shape, and your slide looks something like the one in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9
Use the right pane to insert a shape. When you select a shape, Show puts a box around it.

Here’s a quick ’n’ easy way to get a shape onto your slide: Click the shape you want, drag it
onto the slide, and then let go of the mouse button to drop the shape into place. 

Resizing Shapes

Often, you’ll want to adjust a shape’s size after you’ve inserted it. Piece of cake. Click the shape
to select it, revealing a frame around the shape (as shown in Figure 3.9). The shape’s frame has
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five square handles; place your cursor on any of these handles so that the cursor becomes a 
double-headed arrow; then click and drag to change the shape’s size.

To keep a shape in proportion, click and drag the handle in the lower-right corner of the
shape’s frame. This adjusts the shape’s horizontal and vertical dimensions simultaneously.

Here’s a keyboard shortcut for resizing objects: First, select the shape (or other object) you
want to resize. Then, while holding down the Shift key, use the arrow keys to adjust the
size.

Rotating a Shape

If you want a right-pointing arrow to switch around and point left, up, down, or at an angle, you
can rotate that arrow to make it point exactly where you’re aiming it. In fact, you can rotate any
shape you insert into a slide.

When you select a shape, you see a circle connected to the top of its frame (take a look back at
Figure 3.9 to see it). Put your cursor on this circle, and the cursor becomes a four-way arrow.
When it does, click the mouse button and drag to make the shape rotate around its center point
(which is a gray circle in the middle of the shape’s frame).

Alternatively, if you’d prefer a keyboard shortcut for rotating a shape, just hold down Alt while
pressing an arrow key to rotate the image.

To flip an image (that is, show its mirror image), select the image and right-click. From the
context menu that appears, choose Properties. This opens the Properties dialog box. In
this box, select Flip & Rotation and then choose Flip Horizontal or Flip Vertical, as you 
prefer.

Moving a Shape

If a shape isn’t quite where you want it on the slide, you can move it to a new location. Doing so
is as easy as selecting the shape (so you can see its frame) and then clicking the shape and drag-
ging it to its new location.

Here’s a keyboard trick: Select the shape you want to move and then use the arrow keys to
reposition it.

Adding Images
If a picture is worth a thousand words, it’s got to be worth at least a few hundred bullet points.
You can insert an image from your computer or an online photo album into any slide. To do so,
click the Insert Image button in the toolbar above the slide editor. This opens the Insert Image
dialog box shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10
Use the Insert Image box to upload an image from your computer, insert an image you’ve already uploaded, or link to an online image.

The Insert Image box gives you several choices for getting pictures onto your slide.

� To transfer a copy of an image from your computer to Show, click the Browse button, find
and select the image on your computer, and click Open to put the file’s name and location in
the Upload an Image box. Images you upload in this way must be in one of four formats—
.png, .gif, .jpg, or .jpeg—and 600KB or smaller in size.

Show may give you an error message telling you that the image is 0 bytes and couldn’t
be uploaded. If you see that, close the Insert Image box and then open it again. Despite
the error message, your image should be there.

� To insert an image you’ve already uploaded, find the image you want in the Insert Image
box. Check the box below the image.

� To insert an image from your Flickr or Picasa Web Albums account, look in the left part of the
dialog box and click the name of your service. The first time you use one of these services to
transfer images to Show, you need to configure that service to work with Show. Click the
Click Here to Configure Account link and log in to your Google account (for Picasa Web
Albums) or your Yahoo! account (for Flickr). You have to give permission for Zoho to access
these applications, just as you do when you sign in to a Zoho app through Google or Yahoo!
(see this book’s Introduction for more info about that). Zoho transfers your files to Show; just
check the box of the one you want to insert.

After you’ve configured Picasa Web Albums or Flickr to work with Show, any new photos
you’ve added to those sites automatically get transferred to Show when you click Insert
Image and then select the service in the left side of the Insert Image dialog box.
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� To transfer an image from a web location other than Picasa Web Albums or Flickr, start by
finding the image and copying its URL. Most online photo services, such as Photobucket and
Snapfish, have a direct link you can copy (it begins with http). After you’ve copied that link,
open Show’s Insert Image dialog box and select My Library from its left side; then click the
From URL link. The text box changes its label to “Insert Image from URL.” Paste the URL you
copied into the text box. (This does not add the image to your Show image library; instead, it
creates a link to the image.)

Whichever method you choose, click Insert to put the image on your slide. Show inserts the
image, and you can work with it as you would any other object (see the previous section on
working with shapes).

You can also embed videos in a slideshow. Chapter 2, “Zoho Notebook: Clip, Snip, and
Organize,” tells how to embed videos in a Zoho Notebook page; in Show the process is
similar. Copy the code that embeds the video from its source site (such as YouTube). In
Show, select the slide you want, click the Insert HTML Code Snippet button, and then
paste in the code and click Insert.

Sometimes, you may insert an image and then find that it’s too big for the slide; the top and bot-
tom resizing handles, for example, may not appear when you select the image. When that hap-
pens, you can resize the image using its properties. Right-click the image and choose Properties
from the context menu to open the Properties dialog box. There, select Size & Position and then
adjust the image’s height and width manually. For example, you might make both height and
width 75 percent of the original image to shrink the image while keeping it in proportion.

Copying and Pasting an Object
Sometimes you’ve got a great picture or chart on one slide that you want to revisit on a later
slide. And that’s when copying and pasting comes in handy. Copying and pasting is a piece of
cake for any kind of object: text, a shape, an image—whatever. Just right-click the object. As Fig-
ure 3.11 shows, this brings up a context menu. Select Copy Object or Cut Object (as you prefer).
Then move to the slide where you want to paste the object (just click it in the left pane), right-
click there, and select Paste Object. Presto! The copied object magically appears.

Deleting an Object
There are two ways to delete an object from a slide (an object can be a text box, shape, image,
and so on):

� Click the object to select it. From the toolbar above the editing pane, select Actions, Delete
Object.

� Right-click the object and select Delete Object from the context menu (see Figure 3.11).

However you delete an object, Show doesn’t ask for confirmation before it removes the object
from the slide. If you delete an object by mistake, click the toolbar’s Undo button to bring it
back.
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Figure 3.11
Right-clicking an object brings up a context menu that offers choices for working with the object.

Duplicating a Slide
You can copy a slide to use it as the basis for a new slide or to emphasize a point by returning to
it later in a presentation. To make an exact copy of an existing slide, you’ve got a couple options:

� In the left slide sorter pane (or in Sorter View), right-click the slide and choose Duplicate
from the context menu. Show inserts the duplicate immediately after the original, but you
can move it (see upcoming section) to wherever you want.

� Copy the slide and then paste it where you want it. Right-click the slide you want. If you click
the slide in the editing pane, select Copy Slide; if you click it in the slide sorter, select Copy.
Next, choose the slide that will come before the copy you’re pasting in. In the toolbar above
the slide editor, click Actions, Paste Slide.

Another way to duplicate a slide is to copy and paste it. In the left slide-sorter pane, click a
slide to select and choose Actions, Copy Slide (or right-click and choose Copy). Then click
the slide just before where you want the new slide to appear; select Actions, Paste Slide. 

Moving a Slide
Some people like to rearrange the living room furniture; others like to try out different arrange-
ments of slides in their presentations. But you won’t strain your back moving a Show slide: In the
slide sort pane (or Sorter View), select the slide you want to move. Holding down the mouse but-
ton, drag the slide to its new location. Let go of the button to drop it in place. (When you do,
Zoho automatically changes the slide numbers to reflect the new arrangement.)
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Adding Notes
Presentation notes keep you on your toes and let you make sure you’re not forgetting anything.
During a presentation, the notes are visible only to the presenter, so nobody will think you’re
cheating.

In the slide editor’s Normal view, just below the current slide, is a pane where you can type notes
for your presentation. Just click inside the text box and type away.

Not enough room for your notes in that little pane? Hover your cursor over the border
between the current slide and the Notes pane. When the cursor changes to a two-headed
arrow, click-and-drag to resize the Notes pane.

Changing Your Presentation’s Theme
When you create a new presentation, you choose a theme for it. But you’re not stuck with that
theme forever. You might decide, for example, that you want a lighter background color or that
pink flowers don’t really work with your gloomy sales report.

You change a presentation’s theme using the pane on the right. Click the Themes tab (shown in
Figure 3.12). From the drop-down list of themes, choose a category. Show displays all the
themes in that category. Click one to apply it to the presentation. Show applies the theme and
saves the presentation.
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Figure 3.12
The Themes tab (circled) is where you choose a new theme for a presentation.

Deleting a Slide
If there’s a slide that’s just not working out, you can delete it from the presentation with a mere
click or two. Right-click the slide. From the context menu, choose Delete Slide (if you’re in the
slide editor) or Delete (if you’re in the Sorter View or pane). Show doesn’t ask you to confirm the
deletion—it just gets rid of the slide.
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Saving a Presentation
Whether you’re just taking a break or the presentation is finished, you want to be sure to save
your work. You can save a copy right in Show, or you can export it using a range of file formats.

Saving a Copy

To save a copy, click the upper-left Save button. Then choose one of these options:

� Save—This saves a version of this presentation as it exists at this moment in time.

� Save As—Choose this option to save a duplicate version of the presentation with a new
name. When you choose Save As, Show asks you to name the duplicate presentation. Give
the copy a name and then click OK.

Here’s another option for creating a copy of a presentation: In the upper-right part of the
toolbar, select More, Duplicate Presentation. As when you click Save, Save As, Show asks
you to name the presentation. When you’ve done that, click OK to save your new copy.

Exporting a Presentation

When you export a presentation, you save a version of it in a format that works with other pro-
grams, such as Microsoft PowerPoint or OpenOffice.org Impress. This can be helpful when you
want to snazz up a presentation with some animation, or when you want to print out paper
copies of your slides as a handout.

When you’re ready to export a presentation, click the Export button in the top row of buttons
above the slide editor. That opens a menu from which you choose the type of file you want to
export:

� HTML—For display on the Web

� PPT—To open, edit, and save in Microsoft PowerPoint

� PPS—For PowerPoint or the PowerPoint Viewer (Microsoft’s presentation viewer)

� ODP—To open, edit, and save in OpenOffice.org Impress

� PDF—To view or print the file using Adobe Acrobat

If you select HTML as the file type, your presentation opens in a new browser window. If you
want to save it, do so using your web browser. (The process will vary, depending on your
browser.)

If you select any of the other file types, your computer asks you where you want to save the file;
you can open it using the appropriate program or save it to your computer’s hard drive.

At this writing, you can’t print a presentation directly from Zoho Show. If you want to print
a presentation, export it as a PDF, open it in Adobe Reader or Adobe Acrobat, and then
print from there.
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Deleting a Presentation
If you’re done with a presentation and you know you’ll never use it again, you can delete it from
Show. The easiest way to do this is to open the Show home page, which lists all your presenta-
tions. Find the presentation you want to delete and click its Trash link. This moves it to the
Trashed Presentations section of Show. (You can get it back if you want; click the Trashed Presen-
tations link, find the banished presentation, and click Restore.)

To delete a presentation completely, you need to dump it from Trashed Presentations. On the
Zoho Show home page, click the Trashed Presentations link, find the presentation you’re getting
rid of, and click its Delete Forever link. Saying farewell forever is serious stuff, so Show asks if
you’re sure. Click Delete to confirm, and the presentation is gone for good.

Sharing a Presentation
When you’re on a team that’s creating a presentation together, Show enables you to invite oth-
ers to work on the presentation you created. Everyone edits the same version, so when a col-
league makes changes to your presentation, you (and everyone else you’ve invited) see those
changes the next time you open the presentation.

To get more people on board—whether as viewers or full collaborators—open the presentation
you want to share and click Share to open the dialog box shown in Figure 3.13. You can invite
people to view your presentation without the ability to change it (Read Only Members) or give
them full editing privileges (Read/Write Members). Type or paste in individual email addresses
(use commas to separate them). Alternatively, you can click Add Contacts to choose from a list of
your Zoho contacts. If you’re inviting a group, click the Add Groups link and choose from the list
that opens. To create a brand-new group, click Add Group, Manage Groups, Create New Group.
Then follow the instructions in Chapter 1 for creating a group.

If you want Zoho to shoot you an email when a collaborator has made changes to your presenta-
tion, make sure the Notify Me box is checked.

You can send Zoho’s standard email or add a custom message of your own. Click the Edit Invita-
tion Email button to expand the Share This Document dialog box. A new text box appears on the
right where can type your message.

When everything’s all set, click Share to send out your invitations and add these people to your
presentation.

To send yourself a copy of the invitation email, click the Share This Document dialog box’s
Edit Invitation Email button and enable the Send a Copy to Me check box.

Show lets just one person at a time edit a presentation. So when a collaborator signs in and
starts editing a presentation, it’s locked to everyone else. On your Zoho home page, the presen-
tation is listed as “locked for editing”; if you try to open it, Zoho tells you who’s working on it
right now and gives you the option to view the presentation (read only) as a slideshow (see the
next section).
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Figure 3.13
Invite individuals or groups to share a presentation.

To see a presentation’s history, go to Normal View’s right-side pane and click the Version
Details tab. This displays all the saved versions of the presentation; you can view, delete, or
revert to any version.

Viewing a Presentation on the Web
Can’t get everyone in the same room at the same time to view your presentation? No problem.
One of the big advantages of creating and storing your presentation online is that you can share
it over the Internet with an audience that accesses the presentation from wherever it happens
to be.

Setting up a remote presentation involves two steps:

1. Inviting participants.

2. Giving the presentation.

Inviting Others to Your Online Presentation
A presentation isn’t a presentation without an audience. So before you give your presentation
online, you need to invite the people who’ll view it. To send out invitations to audience mem-
bers, open the presentation and select Remote. This opens the Remote URL dialog box, shown in
Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14
Invite others to view your online presentation.

The top section of this dialog box shows the web address for the presentation; this is where peo-
ple can view the presentation when you show it.

The middle section is where you type in the email address of the people you’re inviting to see
your show. Be sure to include a comma between multiple addresses to separate them.

You can add a message to the standard one Zoho sends; this is a good way to let people know
when the presentation will be. Check the Invitation Message box, and the section expands to
show a text box where you can type in your message (up to 250 characters, so be concise).

To see whom you’ve already invited, click Remote and then choose the Invited List tab.
Click Re-Invite to send no-shows a quick reminder email.

When you’ve listed all the people you’re inviting, click Send. Your invitations zip off through
cyberspace to land in invitees’ Inboxes. The email Zoho informs each recipient that you’ve invited
him or her to attend a presentation and gives a link to the presentation’s web address. When it’s
time to see the show, each attendee clicks the link, gives his or her name, and clicks another link
to see the presentation.

The presentation doesn’t start until you, as the creator, begin it, so you don’t have to
worry about anyone showing up early and paging through your slides.

Giving a Remote Presentation
When you’re ready to give the presentation, sign in to Zoho Show, open the presentation, and
click Remote to open the Remote URL box shown in Figure 3.14. Click the Start button to get
things going.
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The presentation view opens in a new window. Click the Start Remote link to start the show.
When you click this link, a couple of things happen, as Figure 3.15 shows. The presentation
becomes visible on your screen, as well as on the screens of any audience members who’ve
already arrived. You also see the names of signed-in audience members in the Participants List
on the right. Below this list is a chat window; type in the text box at the bottom to send a mes-
sage to all signed-in participants.

To hide the Participants List and chat window, click the right-pointing arrow immediately
to the left of this pane. This expands the presentation pane on your screen only. (Partici-
pants can click the arrow on their own screens, if they want.) To reveal the right-side pane,
click the arrow again. (When the pane is hidden, the arrow points left.)
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Figure 3.15
Zoho Show presentations appear in this viewer.

When you’re the presenter, you see some controls across the top of the screen (refer to Figure
3.15) that participants don’t have:

� Stop Remote—When the presentation’s over, click this button to end the show, on your
screen and your viewers’ screens alike.

� Navigation buttons—Move forward or back by one slide, or jump to the last or the first
slide of the presentation.

� Show/Hide Notes—If you’ve included notes on your presentation’s slides, click this button
to show (or hide) them. Notes appear on your screen, but not on your viewers’ screens.



� Share this Desktop—Clicking this button installs the Zoho Meeting plug-in in your web
browser if it’s not already installed. (You may have to instruct your browser to allow the plug-
in by listing show.zoho.com as a trusted site.) When you have Zoho Meeting installed, you
can share your computer’s Desktop with the presentation’s viewers. Chapter 10, “Zoho Meet-
ing: Web Conferencing Made Simple,” explains everything you need to know about Zoho
Meeting.

� Jump to Slide—If you want to skip a couple slides or go back to a previous one, choose the
slide number to jump right to the one you want.

A participant can leave the presentation by clicking the upper-right X to close the
browser window. Before the browser window closes, Zoho puts up a warning box saying
that closing the window ends the remote presentation; the participant must click OK to
leave. When someone leaves a presentation before the presenter ends it, that person’s
name disappears from the Participants List.

Publishing a Presentation
Those who can’t be there for the group presentation are not completely out of the loop. (Or
maybe the presentation is something you want to share with the world—an overview of your
company, for example.) When you publish a presentation on the Web, anyone who has the URL
can view the presentation at his or her leisure. You can also embed a presentation on an existing
web page. This section tells you how to do both.

Publishing a Presentation on the Web
When you publish a presentation on the Web, Zoho embeds your presentation in a web page
where people can view it at their own pace and, if they want, leave a comment on it. Viewers can
find your presentation via its URL or (if you want) through Zoho’s list of public presentations.

To publish a presentation on the Web, follow these steps:

1. In Show, open the presentation you want to publish. Click Publish to open the Make Public
dialog box shown in Figure 3.16.

2. The Make Public dialog box requires a couple decisions. To update the public presentation
every time you make changes to it in Zoho Show, make sure that the box labeled Automati-
cally Re-Publish When Document Is Modified is checked. And if you want the presentation to
be included on Zoho’s massive list of public presentations (at http://show.zoho.com/latest),
leave the Show in Zoho Public Presentation List box checked.

3. Click Make Public & Continue.

Zoho publishes your presentation to the Web and changes the Make Public dialog box to reflect
this. To view the presentation, click the This Presentation Is Publicly Available at the Following
URL link, or copy the link in the box below it and paste it into the address bar of your web
browser. The link looks something like this:

http://show.zoho.com/public/yourZohoID/Presentation%20Name
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Figure 3.16
Publish a presentation on the Web with the Make Public dialog box.

You can email that link to others right from Zoho. (Click the Email link and provide addresses
separated by commas.)

To remove your presentation from Zoho’s public presentation list, open the presentation
and click Publish. In the Make Public dialog box, click the Change to HIDDEN Mode link. If
you want a hidden presentation to appear on Zoho’s public list, click Publish, Change to
SHOW Mode.

To remove a published presentation from the Web, open the presentation in Show and
then click Publish, Remove Public. Click OK to confirm.

Embedding a Presentation in an Existing Web Page
You may have a website where you want to show the presentation to anyone who visits the site.
For example, you could feature a presentation about new products on your company’s home
page. The first step in doing this is to publish the presentation, as described in the previous sec-
tion. When you’ve done that, the Make Public dialog box changes to give the URL of the pub-
lished presentation. It also gives you HTML code that you can use to embed the presentation in
your own web page.
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Open the published presentation in Show and then click the Publish button. In the top section
of the dialog box is a snippet of HTML code that looks something like this:

<iframe src=”http://show.zoho.com/embed?USER=yourZohoID&DOC=

Presentation%20Name&IFRAME=yes” height=”335” width=”450”

name=”Presentation Name” scrolling=no frameBorder=”0”

style=”border:1px solid #AABBCC”></iframe>

Copy the code snippet and paste it into an HTML document. Upload the document to your site,
and the presentation appears there.
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anchors, links to (Wiki), 282-283
Anchors option (Wiki links), 280
Announcements section (People

Dashboard), 369
AOL Video, video embedding

code in, 61
Appearance option (Creator form

fields), 172
applications (Creator), 169

color schemes, 192
content

adding, 179
moving, 193

creating, 170-171
adding forms, 171-173
importing content, 174-175
importing scripts, 178
selecting from Marketplace

tab, 179
writing scripts, 176-178

email notifications, setting,
184-185

fields
adding/editing, 179-181
deleting, 180

form rules, creating, 180-183
forms

creating, 183-184
creating relationships

between, 184-187
layout, editing, 190-194
publishing, 196
saving as scripts, 178
sections

creating, 193
deleting, 194
renaming, 194
showing/hiding, 194

sharing, 194-195
views, 186

combining, 189-190
creating, 186-189
deleting, 190
editing permissions, 195
switching, 175

appointments (Planner)
editing, 248-249
recurring, 247
reminders for, 240
scheduling, 240-241

approval process, requiring for
forms (People), 375-376

Archive flag (Mail messages), 207
archiving projects (Projects), 357
Area Charts (Sheet), 118
arrows, creating in notebooks

(Notebook), 69
Ascending option (Sheet Sort 

dialog box), 117
ascending sort order, 116
assigning

profiles (CRM), 317
roles to users (CRM), 314-315
tasks (Projects), 338-339

associating, resumes with job
openings (People), 384

Atom feeds, linking to spread-
sheets (Sheet), 131

attaching
documents (Writer) to pages

(Wiki), 278-280
files to pages (Planner), 

242-243
attachments to messages (Mail)

adding, 202
opening, 202-203
printing, 208
removing, 202

Attachments option (Wiki 
links), 280

Attachments tab (Wiki
Insert/Modify Link dialog 
box), 281

audio files, inserting in notebooks
(Notebook), 60-61

automatic linking in wikis (Wiki),
273, 282

autosaving documents (Writer), 15

B
background color, changing in

documents (Writer), 11, 23
Background Color button 

(Formatting toolbar)
Mail, 200
Writer, 23

Bar Charts (Sheet), 118
Basic Shapes category (Show

shapes), 92
Billing Status option (Projects time

tracking), 346
Birthday Buddies section (People

Dashboard), 370
Black List (Mail spam filter), 

206-207
blank pages, inserting in 

notebooks (Notebook), 57
Blank Slide format (Show 

slides), 89
blind copying messages 

(Mail), 199
Block Arrows category (Show

shapes), 92
blocking

addresses (Mail), 206-207
guest users (Chat), 231
users for wikis (Wiki), 287

blogs
embedding

Chat in, 234-235
meetings (Meeting) in, 257
tables/views (Reports) in,

168
posting documents (Writer) to,

50-51
publishing charts (Sheet) to, 122

boilerplate text, 18
Bold button (Formatting toolbar)

Mail, 200
Writer, 22

Border button (Sheet), 113
boxed text, creating in documents

(Writer), 22
Bring Forward option (Notebook

content editing), 65
Bring to Front option (Notebook

content editing), 65
browsers, 33
browsing tags in documents 

(Projects), 352
Bubble Charts (Sheet), 118
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Budgeted and Actual Cost 
option (CRM Create Campaign
page), 322

bulk email messages (People),
sending, 385

Bulleted List button (Formatting
toolbar)

Mail, 200
Writer, 22

buttons on Formatting toolbar
(Writer), showing/hiding, 53

C
Calendar view (Projects), 343-344
Callouts and Stars category (Show

shapes), 92
Campaign Name option (CRM

Create Campaign page), 322
Campaign Owner option (CRM

Create Campaign page), 322
Campaigns module (CRM), 318
candidates. See job candidates

(People)
capture areas, snapping web

pages (Notebook), 72
cascading chat windows 

(Chat), 227
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), 22
Cases module (CRM), 320
categories, creating for tasks

(Planner), 239
cell padding, adjusting in tables

(Writer), 31
cells (Sheet)

adding range of, 125
clearing contents, 112
formatting data, 113-114
formatting range, 113
naming range of, 125
selecting range, 109

Change Datatype option (Reports
column editing), 154

chart view (Reports), creating,
160-161

charts in dashboards (CRM),
switching between 2D/3D 
views, 330

charts (Sheet)
adding labels, 119-121
creating, 118-121
defining source data, 119-120
deleting, 122
editing, 120-121

moving, 120
publishing, 122
resizing, 121
selecting type, 118-119

Chat, 221. See also chatting
chat windows, cascading, 227
chatting

inviting others to join, 
230-232

multiple chats, 225-226
sending files, 227
sending offline messages, 228
starting, 225-226

contacts, 223
embedding in websites/blogs,

234-235
enabling/disabling in 

People, 380
groups, 228-230
guest users, inviting, 224-225
home page, 221-222

customizing, 222-223
launching from Notebook, 

77-78
messages, sending, 225
transcripts, 232-234

Chat button
Meeting Participant 

toolbar, 265
Meeting Presenter toolbar, 261

chat window (Chat), cascading, 227
chat window (Show), hiding, 103
chatting. See also Chat

with collaborators (Sheet), 
135-136

with collaborators (Writer), 
46-47

with employees (People), 
379-380

in Mail, 216-217
adding to Contacts list, 

217-218
resizing chat window, 218
setting chat status, 219
starting chats, 218-219

during meetings (Meeting), 261
checklists (People), 376. See also

to-do lists (Planner)
creating, 377-378
tasks

adding, 377-378
viewing, 378-379

Choose Theme option (Show
Create New Presentation 
page), 84

Choose Time Range option 
(Projects invoices), 347

choosing. See selecting
Circle tool (Notebook Drawing

toolbar), 67
circles, formatting in notebooks

(Notebook), 69
Clear Flag option (Mail 

messages), 208
clearing contents in spreadsheets

(Sheet), 112, 115. See also
deleting; removing

client users, adding to projects
(Projects), 338

Clip Art category (Show 
shapes), 93

Clipboard buttons (Writer 
Formatting toolbar), 23

clippings. See web clippings
(Notebook)

collaboration on notebooks 
(Notebook), 77-78. See also
sharing

with Chat, 77-78
with Skype, 78-80

collaborators (Sheet), chatting
with, 135-136

Collaborators (Writer workspace
menu), 8

collaborators (Writer), chatting
with, 46-47

collapsing to-do lists (Planner),
244-245

collecting resumes (People), 
383-384

color schemes
background color in 

documents (Writer), 11, 23
changing

in People, 365
in Planner, 239

creating for applications
(Creator), 192

customizing Writer, 52
for home page (Chat), 222
selecting

for applications 
(Creator), 192

for wikis (Wiki), 284
in CRM, 312

for wikis (Wiki), 270
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colors, hexadecimal values for, 234
Column Charts (Sheet), 118
Column Separator option 

(Reports Export Settings sec-
tion), 147

columns, adding/deleting
in spreadsheets (Sheet), 112
in tables (Writer), 28-29

columns (Reports)
editing, 154-155
moving, 154
renaming, 151
selecting for SQL queries, 

152-154
symbols for data types, 146

combining views (Creator), 
189-190

Comma button (Sheet number
formatting), 114

comma-separated values, 131
comments

deleting
in documents (Writer), 48
in forums (Projects), 356
in published documents

(Writer), 49
disabling in published docu-

ments (Writer), 49-50, 54
in documents (Writer), 24, 27
editing

in documents (Writer), 48
in forums (Projects), 356

inserting in documents
(Writer), 47

for interviews (People), 386
in spreadsheets (Sheet), 

135-136
viewing

in documents (Writer), 47
in forums (Projects), 355
in published documents

(Writer), 49
Comments button (Writer status

bar), 9
Comments dialog box (Writer), 47
communication during meetings

(Meeting), 261-262
company account (CRM)

editing, 313
upgrading to, 312

Company Details option (People
Self-Service tab), 380

Company Details section (Invoice
Company Profile page), 293

Company Profile page 
(Invoice), 292

company profiles (Invoice), 
creating, 292-294

Company Settings tab (Projects
settings), 335

comparing versions
of documents (Writer), 15, 52
of notebooks (Notebook), 

80-81
of wikis (Wiki), 288-289

completed tasks (Projects), mark-
ing, 339

components (CRM)
adding, 311
editing, 330
editing contents of, 312

Compose button (Mail Inbox tool-
bar), 198

composing. See writing
computer

importing
documents (Writer) from, 12
presentations (Show) from,

85-86
spreadsheets (Sheet) 

from, 109
inserting images (Show) 

from, 95
saving messages (Mail) to, 208

computer files, inserting in 
notebooks (Notebook), 61

computer monitors, resolution 
for, 294

conference calls. See groups (Chat)
conferences. See meetings 

(Meeting)
Configure Checklist page 

(People), 378
configuring

email accounts (Mail), 210-212
email messages (Invoice), 

301-302
multiple currencies 

(Invoice), 295
tax information (Invoice), 295

Consensus on Interview dialog
box (People), 386

Contact Details option (Invoice
Add New Customer page), 296

Contact Details section (Invoice
Company Profile page), 294

contacts (Chat)
adding, 223

finding, 223
inviting to join ongoing chats,

230-231
contacts (Invoice)

customers versus, 296
deleting, 300
editing, 299
importing, 298-299

contacts (Writer), inviting to share
documents, 40

Contacts list (Mail), adding to, 
217-218

Contacts module (CRM), 318
Content option (Mail vacation

replies), 205
contents. See also data

adding to applications
(Creator), 179

clearing in spreadsheets
(Sheet), 112, 115

of components (CRM), 
editing, 312

copying in notebooks 
(Notebook), 65

deleting in notebooks 
(Notebook), 66

editing in notebooks 
(Notebook), 63-66

importing into applications
(Creator), 174-175

inserting in notebooks 
(Notebook), 59-63

layering in notebooks 
(Notebook), 65

moving in applications
(Creator), 193

moving in notebooks 
(Notebook), 63

pasting in notebooks 
(Notebook), 65

pinning in notebooks 
(Notebook), 64

recovering in notebooks 
(Notebook), 66

resizing in notebooks 
(Notebook), 64

context menu. See right-click
menu

Contextual Comments pane
(Writer), 48

continuing chats from transcripts
(Chat), 233

Control Transfer option (Meeting
Create Meeting tab), 256
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converting
job candidates to employees

(People), 388
tags (Writer) to folders, 37-38

copies of documents (Writer), 
saving, 15

Copy Selection button (Writer 
Formatting toolbar), 23

Copy This Sheet dialog box
(Sheet), 114

Copy This Sheet option (Sheet
right-click menu), 114

copying. See also duplicating
content in notebooks (Note-

book), 65
objects on slides (Show), 96-97
range of cells (Sheet), 109
sheets in spreadsheets 

(Sheet), 114
slides (Show), 97

copyright issues for videos, 61
cost. See subscription rates
cover pages (Notebook), 

deleting, 76
Create Application page (Creator),

170-171
Create Blank Database dialog box

(Reports), 140
Create Campaign page (CRM), 322
Create Chart option (CRM 

reports), 329
Create Checklist dialog box 

(People), 377
Create Database from Template

dialog box (Reports), 142
Create Document link (Writer tem-

plates), 19-20
Create Macro dialog box 

(Sheet), 126
Create Meeting tab (Meeting

home page), 254
Create New Presentation page

(Show), 83, 85
Create New Slide – Select Slide

Type dialog box (Show), 89
Create New Table page (Reports),

140, 150
Create New View page (CRM), 324
Create Pivot Report dialog box

(Sheet), 128
Create User page (CRM), 313
Creating Page permission 

(wikis), 286

Creator
applications. See applications

(Creator)
form templates, 171
Reports compared, 

169-170
starting, 170
subscription rates, 170
views, 186

combining, 189-190
creating, 186-189
deleting, 190
editing permissions, 195
switching, 175

CRM, 291, 307
color schemes, selecting, 312
company account, 312-313
components

adding, 311
editing, 330
editing contents of, 312

email templates, creating, 319
home page, 308-309
inventory templates, 

creating, 320
modules. See modules (CRM)
profiles, 314-317
roles, 314-315
starting, 308-309
subscription rates, 307-308
synchronizing with

Invoice, 298
tabs, customizing, 309-311
users

adding, 312-313
deactivating, 317
deleting, 317
notifying, 314

CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), 22
CSV data, linking to spreadsheets

(Sheet), 131
.csv file extension, 174
CSV files, exporting data (Reports)

as, 147
Cunningham, Ward, 269
Currencies button (Sheet number

formatting), 114
Currency and Time Zone page

(Invoice), 295
Currency Code option (Invoice

Add New Customer page), 296
Currency Details section (Invoice

Currency and Time Zone 
page), 295

Currency option (Invoice Add New
Invoice page), 303

cursor direction, changing for 
documents (Writer), 11

Custom Actions option (Creator
View Configuration bar), 189

Custom Fields option (Invoice Add
New Customer page), 297

Custom Fields section (Invoice
Company Profile page), 294

custom views of records (CRM),
creating, 324-325

Customer Details page (Invoice),
298-299

Customer Name option (Invoice
Add New Customer page), 296

Customer Notes option (Invoice
Add New Invoice page), 304

customer relationship manage-
ment. See CRM; Invoice

customer support modules 
(CRM), 320

customers (Invoice)
adding, 295-297
contacts versus, 296
deleting, 299-300
editing, 299
importing, 297-298

Customize – Dashboard dialog
box (People), 370

Customize option (CRM 
reports), 328

Customize tab (Creator), 190
customizing. See also editing

dashboards (CRM), 329-330
forms (People), 371-375
home page (Chat), 222-223
reports (CRM), 328-329
tabs (CRM), 309-311
wikis (Wiki), 284-286
Writer, 52-54

Cut Selection button (Writer 
Formatting toolbar), 23

cutting range of cells (Sheet), 109

D
Dashboard (People), 369-370
Dashboard (Projects), 336
Dashboard (Wiki), 271
Dashboard permissions (CRM 

profiles), 316
dashboards (CRM), creating/

customizing, 329-330
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Dashboards module (CRM), 320
data. See also contents

deleting from tables 
(Reports), 142

exporting from databases 
(Reports), 147-150

filtering
for charts (Reports), 161
in tables (Reports), 

157-158
importing

to databases (Reports), 142-
145

to tables (Reports), 150
inserting/editing in databases

(Reports), 146
saving in databases (Reports),

146
sorting in tables (Reports), 156
viewing in databases (Reports),

159-163
data analysis modules (CRM), 320
data entry

creating databases (Reports)
by, 141

creating tables (Reports) by,
151-152

in spreadsheets (Sheet), 109
data labels. See labels
data sorting. See sorting data
Data Type option (Reports Edit

Design dialog box), 151
data types of columns, symbols

for (Reports), 146
database applications. See appli-

cations (Creator)
databases (Reports)

creating, 139-145
exporting data, 147-150
importing data to, 142-145
inserting/editing data, 146
public versus private, 166-167
saving data, 146
sharing, 163-166
tables

creating, 140, 150-154
creating relationships

between, 156-157
deleting data from, 142
designing with Design View,

151-152
editing, 154-155

embedding in web
pages/blogs, 168

filtering data, 157-158
importing data to, 150
publishing, 167-168
sorting data, 156

viewing data, 159-163
Date format of the column(s)

option (Reports imported data-
base options), 144

Date Format section (Invoice Cur-
rency and Time Zone page), 295

Date Format Settings option (Pro-
jects Company Settings tab), 335

Date option (Projects time track-
ing), 346

Date/Time button (Sheet number
formatting), 113

Days Limit option (People 
checklist tasks), 377

deactivating users (CRM), 317
Decrease Indent button (Format-

ting toolbar)
Mail, 200
Writer, 22

Default option (Reports Edit
Design dialog box), 151

defining
legends for charts (Sheet), 119
source data for charts (Sheet),

119-120
Delete button (Mail Inbox 

toolbar), 198
Delete Column option (Reports

column editing), 155
Delete option (Sheet right-click

menu), 114
Delete Role page (CRM), 315
deleting

approvers (People forms), 376
attached documents from

pages (Wiki), 280
charts (Sheet), 122
columns (Reports), 155
comments

in documents (Writer), 48
in forums (Projects), 356
in published documents

(Writer), 49
in spreadsheets (Sheet), 135

contacts (Invoice), 300
content in notebooks 

(Notebook), 66
cover pages (Notebook), 76

customers (Invoice), 299-300
data from tables (Reports), 142
documents (Projects), 350
documents (Writer), 17
embedded documents from

pages (Wiki), 278
fields from applications

(Creator), 180
filters for messages (Mail), 210
folders for messages (Mail), 214
folders (Writer), 38
forum posts (Projects), 356
Getting Started tab 

(People), 365
groups (Chat), 230
groups (Writer), 44
images in pages (Wiki), 276
images (Writer), 27
labels (Mail), 216
links from projects 

(Projects), 353
logged hours (Projects), 347
members from groups 

(Writer), 44
notebooks (Notebook), 59
objects from slides (Show), 96
page descriptions 

(Planner), 244
pages (Notebook), 59
pages (Planner), 249
pages (Wiki), 283
pivot tables/charts (Sheet), 131
presentations (Show), 100
projects (Projects), 358
records (CRM), 327
reminders (Planner), 252
roles (CRM), 315
rows (Reports), 155
rows/columns

in spreadsheets (Sheet), 112
in tables (Writer), 28-29

sections from applications
(Creator), 194

shapes (Notebook), 71
sheets in spreadsheets 

(Sheet), 114
slides (Show), 98
spreadsheets (Sheet), 111
status messages (Mail chat),

219
tables (Writer), 31
tables of contents (Writer), 32
tags (Writer), 38
tasks (Planner), 245-246
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transcripts (Chat), 234
users (CRM), 317
users (Projects), 342
views (Creator), 190

Deleting permission (wikis), 286
Deluge

script builder, downloading, 178
scripts

creating form rules, 180-183
importing into applications

(Creator), 178
saving applications (Creator)

as, 178
writing for applications

(Creator), 176-178
departments (People)

adding, 363
importing list of, 363-364

Descending option (Sheet Sort
dialog box), 117

descending sort order, 116
Description option

CRM Create Campaign 
page, 322

People checklist tasks, 377
Projects links, 352
Reports Edit Design 

dialog box, 151
Show Create New Presentation

page, 84
descriptions, adding to pages

(Planner), 243
Design Pivot dialog box 

(Sheet), 128
Design View, designing tables 

(Reports), 151-152
designing tables (Reports), 151-

152
Desktop, giving control to meet-

ing participants (Meeting), 263
Desktop theme (Chat home 

page), 222
disabling

automatic linking in wikis
(Wiki), 273, 282

Chat in People, 380
comments in published docu-

ments (Writer), 49-50, 54
email notifications for applica-

tions (Creator), 184
fields in forms (People), 373
forms (People), 375
sections in forms (People), 374

sharing applications 
(Creator), 195

Welcome page (Invoice), 292
Document Information button

(Writer status bar), 9
documents (Projects)

creating, 349-350
deleting, 350
downloading, 350
finding, 352
moving to folders, 350
opening, 350
organizing, 350, 352
tagging, 351
uploading, 348-350
viewing versions, 350

documents (Writer)
attaching to pages (Wiki), 

278-279
comments, 47-48
comparing saved, 15
comparing versions, 52
converting tags to folders, 

37-38
creating, 10-12

from templates, 19
deleting, 17

from pages (Wiki), 278, 280
tags, 38

emailing, 14, 16-17
embedding

in pages (Wiki), 276-278
in web pages, 49

exporting, 15-17
finding tagged documents, 37
images, 26-27
importing, 12-14
inserting in pages (Notebook),

57, 62
locking, 46
offline work, 32-36
opening in tabs, 54
organizing, 36-39
page setup for, 11-12
posting to blogs, 50-51
previewing, 11
publishing, 48-51
renaming, 10
saving, 10, 14-15
searching, 38-39
sharing, 39-48
tables, 27-31
tables of contents, 31-32
tagging, 36

updating in pages 
(Notebook), 57

viewing history, 51
DOCX option (Writer Export

menu), 15
Domain option (Wiki 

permissions), 287
downloading

attachments from messages
(Mail), 202

documents (Projects), 350
Flash, 320
Meeting, 258-259
Microsoft Office plug-in, 35
script builder (Deluge), 178
web browsers, 33

draft messages (Mail), saving, 201
Drawing toolbar (Notebook), 

66-67
drop-down menu layout (Creator

applications), 191
due dates, creating for tasks 

(Planner), 239
duplicating. See also copying

presentations (Show), 99
slides (Show), 97
spreadsheets (Sheet), 110

Duration option (Projects 
Meetings tab), 342

Duration or End Date option 
(Projects task assignments), 339

E
Edit Chart dialog box (Sheet), 120
Edit Component dialog box 

(CRM), 312
Edit Component page (CRM), 330
Edit Design dialog box (Reports),

151, 155-156
Edit Template link (Writer 

templates), 19
Edit User Details page (CRM), 314
editing. See also customizing

appointments (Planner), 
248-249

approvers (People forms), 376
charts (Sheet), 120-121
columns (Reports), 

154-155
comments

in documents (Writer), 48
in forums (Projects), 356
in spreadsheets (Sheet), 135
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company account (CRM), 313
component contents 

(CRM), 312
components (CRM), 330
contacts (Invoice), 299
content in notebooks 

(Notebook), 63-66
customers (Invoice), 299
data in databases (Reports),

146
embedded documents in

pages (Wiki), 277-278
fields

in applications (Creator),
179-181

in CRM, 326-327
filters for messages (Mail), 210
forum posts (Projects), 355
groups (Chat), 229
images

in documents (Writer), 27
in pages (Wiki), 275

invoices (Invoice), 305
layout of applications

(Creator), 190-194
links in projects (Projects), 353
logged hours (Projects), 347
macros (Sheet), 128
notes (Planner), 248-249
page descriptions 

(Planner), 244
permissions

of profiles (CRM), 316-317
for views (Creator), 195

pivot charts (Sheet), 130-131
pivot tables (Sheet), 130-131
presentations (Show), 88-98
privileges for shared note-

books (Notebook), 75
reminders (Planner), 252
roles (CRM), 315
rows (Reports), 155
shapes (Notebook), 68-71
tables (Reports), 154-155
tasks (Projects), 339
templates (Writer), 20
text on pages (Wiki), 272-273
to-do lists (Planner), 248-249
user profiles (People), 360
views (Reports), 163
web clippings (Notebook), 73

Editing dialog box (People), 372
Editing permission (wikis), 286
email accounts (Mail), setting up,

210-212

Email Address option (Wiki 
links), 280

email addresses, links to 
(Wiki), 282

email character encoding for wikis
(Wiki), 270

Email Document dialog box
(Writer), 14

email messages (Invoice), 
configuring, 301-302

email notification settings
for applications (Creator), 

184-185
in Wiki, 288

Email Out dialog box (Writer), 16
email reminders (Projects), setting

up, 333
email templates (CRM), 

creating, 319
emailing. See also Mail

bulk email messages 
(People), 385

documents (Writer), 14, 16-17
notes (Planner), 241
users (Projects), 341-342

Embed Plugins button (Wiki 
formatting toolbar), 273

Embed Plugins dialog box 
(Wiki), 277

Embed Snippet dialog box 
(Reports), 168

embedding
Add Resume form (People) in

websites, 383
applications (Creator) on web

pages, 196
Chat in websites/blogs, 

234-235
documents (Writer)

in pages (Wiki), 276-278
in web pages, 49

meetings (Meeting) in web-
sites/blogs, 257

notebooks (Notebook) in web
pages, 76-77

presentations (Show) in web
pages, 105-106

tables (Reports) in web
pages/blogs, 168

videos
in notebooks (Notebook), 61
in pages (Wiki), 278
on slides (Show), 96

views (Reports) in web
pages/blogs, 168

Emotions button (Writer 
Formatting toolbar), 24

employee management. See
People

employees (People)
adding, 368-369
chatting with, 379-380
converting job candidates 

to, 388
finding, 370
Self-Service tab, 380-381

emptying Trash
in Sheet, 111
in Writer, 17

Enable Vacation Reply option
(Mail vacation replies), 205

enabling
automatic linking in wikis

(Wiki), 273, 282
Chat in People, 380
email notifications for applica-

tions (Creator), 184-185
fields in forms (People), 373
forms (People), 375
POP access in Gmail, 210-211
sections in forms (People), 374

End After option (Projects 
Meetings tab), 342

End Meeting button (Meeting 
Presenter toolbar), 261

ending meetings (Meeting), 263
endnotes, inserting in documents

(Writer), 25
equals sign (=) in formulas 

(Sheet), 123
Equation Editor button (Writer

Formatting toolbar), 25
estimates (Invoice), sending, 

303-304
Evaluate dialog box (People), 385
evaluating job candidates 

(People), 385-387
Events module (CRM), 318
Everyone option (Wiki 

permissions), 286
Exchange Rate option (Invoice

Add New Invoice page), 304
Existing Wiki Page option (Wiki

links), 280
Existing Wiki Page tab (Wiki

Insert/Modify Link dialog 
box), 281



397Form Permission tab (People)

Exit Meeting button (Meeting 
Participant toolbar), 265

expanding to-do lists (Planner),
244-245

Expected Response option (CRM
Create Campaign page), 322

Expected Revenue option (CRM
Create Campaign page), 322

Export as PDF – Settings dialog
box (Reports), 148

Export Data: Settings dialog box
(Reports), 147

Export option (CRM reports), 328
export permissions (CRM 

profiles), 316
Export to Template Library link

(Writer templates), 19-20
exporting

data from databases (Reports),
147-150

documents (Writer), 15-17
pages (Notebook), 58
presentations (Show), 99
previous spreadsheet versions

(Sheet), 137
spreadsheets (Sheet), 110
templates (Writer) to Template

Library, 20
external data, linking to spread-

sheets (Sheet), 131-134
External Data dialog box 

(Sheet), 132

F
Feedback link (Writer 

workspace), 9
Feeds link (Writer workspace), 9
Fetch button (Mail Inbox 

toolbar), 198
Field Name for Script option

(Creator form fields), 172
Field Permission tab (People), 367
field types in forms (Creator), 171
fields, 139

adding
in applications (Creator),

179-181
in CRM, 326
to forms (People), 372-373

deleting from applications
(Creator), 180

editing
in applications (Creator),

179-181
in CRM, 326-327

enabling/disabling in forms
(People), 373

inserting in forms (Creator),
171-173

moving in forms (Creator), 173
renaming in CRM, 327

File button (Meeting Participant
toolbar), 265

file sizes for images (Wiki), 274
filename extensions for imported

documents (Writer), 13
files

attaching
to messages (Mail), 202
to pages (Planner), 242-243

opening attachments to 
messages (Mail), 202-203

printing attachments to 
messages (Mail), 208

removing from messages
(Mail), 202

sending in Chat, 227
Fill Color option (Notebook shape

formatting), 69
filtering

Calendar view (Projects), 344
data

for charts (Reports), 161
in tables (Reports), 

157-158
filters, creating for messages

(Mail), 209-210
Find and Replace button (Writer

Formatting toolbar), 24
Find and Replace dialog box

(Writer), 39
finding. See also searching

contacts (Chat), 223
documents (Projects), 352
employees (People), 370
pages (Planner) with tags, 247
presentations (Show), 84
records (CRM), 324
tagged documents (Writer), 37

Firefox, Zoho Notebook Helper
plugin, 71

First Row Contains Column Names
option (Reports imported data-
base options), 144

Fit to Screen button (Meeting 
Participant toolbar), 265

flagging messages (Mail), 206-208
Flash, downloading, 320
Flash viewer for meetings 

(Meeting), 264
Flickr, inserting images (Show)

from, 95
Flip Type option (Notebook shape

formatting), 69
flipping shapes on slides 

(Show), 94
floating tables (Writer), 31
Flow Charts category (Show

shapes), 93
folders

converting tags (Writer) to, 
37-38

creating
for messages (Mail), 213-214
for projects (Projects), 350

deleting for messages 
(Mail), 214

moving documents (Projects)
to, 350

renaming for messages 
(Mail), 214

Follow-up flag (Mail 
messages), 208

Font Color button (Formatting
toolbar)

Mail, 200
Writer, 23

Font Family button (Mail 
Formatting toolbar), 200

Font option (Notebook label 
formatting), 70

Font Size button (Formatting 
toolbar)

Mail, 200
Writer, 21

Font Style button (Writer Format-
ting toolbar), 21

fonts, changing in documents
(Writer), 11, 21

Footer tab (Writer page setup), 12
footers

creating in documents 
(Writer), 12

inserting in wikis (Wiki), 286
for PDF files when exporting

data (Reports), 149-150
footnotes, inserting in documents

(Writer), 25
Forecasts module (CRM), 319
Form Permission tab (People), 367
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form rules, creating in applications
(Creator), 180, 182-183

form templates (Creator), 171
Format button (Writer Formatting

toolbar), 22-23
Format Column option (Reports

column editing), 154
formatting

labels in notebooks 
(Notebook), 69-70

lines in notebooks 
(Notebook), 69

messages (Mail), 200
numbers in spreadsheets

(Sheet), 113-114
PDF files when exporting data

(Reports), 148
range of cells (Sheet), 113
rectangles/circles/shapes in

notebooks (Notebook), 69
spreadsheets (Sheet), 111-114
text on slides (Show), 92

Formatting toolbar
hiding in Writer, 54
in Mail, 200
showing/hiding buttons

in Wiki, 273
in Writer, 53

in Writer, 21-25
forms (Creator). See also applica-

tions (Creator)
adding, 171-173
creating, 183-184
creating relationships

between, 184-187
setting email notifications,

184-185
switching views, 175

forms (People), 371
approval process, requiring,

375-376
creating, 371-372
customizing, 371-375
enabling/disabling, 375
moving, 375
renaming, 374

Forms option (People Self-Service
tab), 380

Formula option (Reports Edit
Design dialog box), 151

formulas (Sheet), 122
writing, 123-124

forums (Projects), 353
deleting

comments, 356
posts, 356

editing
comments, 356
posts, 355

posting to, 353-355
replying to posts, 355
viewing comments, 355

forums for Zoho information, 6
Forward option (Mail 

messages), 201
forwarding messages (Mail), 201
Free Hand tool (Notebook Draw-

ing toolbar), 67
Freeze Column option (Reports

column editing), 154
Frequency option (Invoice 

recurring profiles), 305
From/To option (Mail vacation

replies), 205
functions (Sheet), 122

inserting, 124-125

G
General Information section (CRM

Create User page), 313
general permissions (CRM 

profiles), 317
General Settings tab (Projects 

settings), 334
General tab (Writer page setup),

11-12
Getting Started tab (People), 

361-362
deleting, 365

Global Permission tab (People),
367

Gmail, enabling POP access, 
210-211

Go Offline link (Writer workspace),
9, 33-34

Google accounts, signing into
Zoho through, 5-6

Google Adword Campaign 
Performance Analysis template
(Reports), 141

Google Checkout
invoice payments via, 301
payment processing via, 306

Google Docs, importing docu-
ments (Writer) from, 13

Google Gears, installing, 32-33
graphs. See charts (Sheet)
gridlines, showing/hiding in tables

(Writer), 30-31
Group option (Wiki 

permissions), 287
grouping records (DB & 

Reports), 159
groups (Chat), 228

creating, 228-229
deleting, 230
editing, 229
inviting to join ongoing chats,

230-231
searching, 230

groups (Reports), sharing with,
164-165

groups (Wiki), creating, 288
groups (Writer)

changing name/description, 44
creating, 41-42
deleting, 44
deleting members from, 44
inviting members to, 43-44
managing, 43-45
sharing with, 42-43
uploading logos for, 44

Groups window (Writer), 43
guest users (Chat)

blocking, 231
inviting, 224-225

to join ongoing chats, 
230-232

H
Hand tool (Notebook Drawing

toolbar), 67
handles, 27, 91
Header tab (Writer page setup), 12
headers

creating in documents 
(Writer), 12

for PDF files when exporting
data (Reports), 149-150

viewing in messages (Mail),
208-209

Help link (Writer workspace), 9
help resources for Zoho, 6
hexadecimal values for colors, 234
Hide Column option (Reports col-

umn editing), 154
Hide Details option (CRM 

reports), 329



399inserting

hiding
buttons on Wiki formatting

toolbar, 273
chat window (Show presenta-

tions), 103
Dashboard sections 

(People), 370
Formatting toolbar (Writer), 54
Formatting toolbar buttons

(Writer), 53
gridlines in tables (Writer), 

30-31
Participants List (Show 

presentations), 103
ruler (Writer), 54
sections in applications

(Creator), 194
status bar (Writer), 54
tabs (CRM), 309-310
tabs (People), 364-365

Highlight Text option (Notebook
label formatting), 70

highlighting documents 
(Writer), 23

hiring process. See Recruitment
tab (People)

history
of documents (Writer), 

viewing, 51
of presentations (Show), 

viewing, 101
of spreadsheets (Sheet), 

viewing, 137
home page

in Chat, 221-222
customizing, 222-223

in CRM, 308-309
in Mail, 197-198
in Meeting, 254-255
in Projects, 333

Horizontal Rule button (Writer
Formatting toolbar), 23

Hours option (Projects time 
tracking), 346

HTML
editing in notebooks 

(Notebook), 66
in forum posts (Projects), 354
inserting in notebooks 

(Notebook), 61
for messages (Mail), 204-205

HTML Editor button (Mail Format-
ting toolbar), 200

HTML option (Export menu)
in Show, 99
in Writer, 16

HTML pages, linking to spread-
sheets (Sheet), 131

human resources. See People
hyperlinks. See links

I
images. See also logos; shapes

deleting
in documents (Writer), 27
in pages (Wiki), 276

editing
in documents (Writer), 27
in pages (Wiki), 275

inserting
in documents (Writer), 26-27
in notebooks (Notebook), 

60-61
in pages (Wiki), 273-275
on slides (Show), 94-96

resizing
in documents (Writer), 27
in pages (Wiki), 275-276
on slides (Show), 96

Import Contacts page 
(Invoice), 299

Import dialog box (Sheet), 108
Import Document dialog box

(Writer), 12
import permissions (CRM 

profiles), 316
Import Presentation page (Show),

85-86
Import XLS option (Creator New

Form page), 184
Important flag (Mail 

messages), 207
importing

contacts (Invoice), 298-299
content into applications

(Creator), 174-175
customers (Invoice), 297-298
data

to databases (Reports), 142-
145

to tables (Reports), 150
departments (People), 363-364
documents (Writer), 12-14

into pages (Notebook), 57

employee data (People), 369
inventory list (Invoice), 300
presentations (Show), 85-87
records (CRM), 322-324
scripts (Deluge) into applica-

tions (Creator), 178
spreadsheets (Sheet), 108-109

into pages (Notebook), 57
Importing Data page 

(Creator), 175
Inbox (Mail), 198
Increase Indent button 

(Formatting toolbar)
Mail, 200
Writer, 22

Info flag (Mail messages), 207
Insert Endnote/Footnote button

(Writer Formatting toolbar), 25
Insert Function dialog box 

(Sheet), 124
Insert HTML button (Writer 

Formatting toolbar), 24
Insert Image dialog box

in Show, 94
in Wiki, 273
in Writer, 26

Insert Layer button (Writer 
Formatting toolbar), 24

Insert Link dialog box (Show), 92
Insert option (Sheet right-click

menu), 114
Insert Page Break button (Writer

Formatting toolbar), 24
Insert Table button (Writer 

Formatting toolbar), 24
Insert Web Link button 

(Formatting toolbar)
Mail, 200
Writer, 24

Insert/Modify Anchor dialog box
(Wiki), 282

Insert/Modify Image button
(Writer Formatting toolbar), 24

Insert/Modify Link dialog box
(Wiki), 280-283

inserting
comments

in documents (Writer), 47
in spreadsheets (Sheet), 135

content in notebooks (Note-
book), 59-63

data in databases (Reports),
146
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fields
in applications (Creator),

179-181
in forms (Creator), 171-173

footers in wikis (Wiki), 286
functions (Sheet), 124-125
images

in documents (Writer), 26-27
in pages (Wiki), 273-275
on slides (Show), 94-96

notes (Show), 98
pages (Notebook), 56

blank pages, 57
documents (Writer)/spread-

sheets (Sheet), 57
web pages, 57-58

rows/columns
in spreadsheets (Sheet), 112
in tables (Writer), 28-29

shapes
in notebooks (Notebook), 68
on slides (Show), 92-93

sheets in spreadsheets 
(Sheet), 114

slides (Show), 89-90
text

on pages (Wiki), 272-273
on slides (Show), 90-91

installing
Google Gears, 32-33
Meeting, 258-259
Microsoft Office plug-in, 35
Zoho Meeting plug-in, 104
Zoho Notebook Helper 

plug-in, 71
instant messaging. See Chat; 

chatting
interface language, customizing

Writer, 53
internal links (Wiki), creating, 281
interviewing job candidates (Peo-

ple), 385-386
inventory and orders modules

(CRM), 319-320
inventory list (Invoice), 300
inventory templates (CRM), 

creating, 320
invitations

to presentations (Show), 
101-102

for sharing notebooks 
(Notebook), 74-75

Invite Participant button (Meeting
Presenter toolbar), 261

Invite Users dialog box (Reports),
163

Invite Your Friend dialog box
(Chat), 224

Invited Meetings tab (Meeting
home page), 254

inviting
contacts

in Chat, 223
to join ongoing chats, 

230-231
to share documents 

(Writer), 40
guest users (Chat), 224-225

to join ongoing chats, 
230-232

members to groups (Writer),
43-44

participants to meetings
(Meeting), 258

Invoice, 291
company profiles, creating,

292-294
contacts, 298-300
Currency and Time Zone 

page, 295
customers, 295-300
email messages, configuring,

301-302
estimates, sending, 303-304
inventory list, 300
invoices, 303-307
logos, uploading, 294
payment gateways, selecting,

300-301
SSL support in, 301
starting, 292-293
subscription rates, 291-292
synchronizing with CRM, 298
tax information, 

configuring, 295
Welcome page, disabling, 292

Invoice information option
(Invoice Add New Invoice 
page), 304

invoice logo (Invoice), 294
Invoice Type option (Projects

invoices), 347
invoices (Invoice)

All Invoices list, 305-306
creating recurring profiles,

304-305

payment processing, 306-307
sending, 303-304

invoices (Projects), sending, 
347-348

Invoices module (CRM), 320
Issue Manager template (Reports),

141
Italic button (Formatting toolbar)

Mail, 200
Writer, 22

Item Label option (People 
checklist tasks), 377

Item or Service information option
(Invoice Add New Invoice 
page), 304

J
Java viewer for meetings 

(Meeting), 264
job candidates (People)

converting to employees, 388
evaluating, 385-387
interviewing, 385-386
making offer to, 386-387
recommendations on, 386-387

job openings (People)
associating resumes with, 384
posting, 381-383

joining meetings (Meeting) as 
participant, 263-264

journals. See Notebook; notebooks
Jump to Slide option (Show online

presentations), 104
Justify Center button (Formatting

toolbar)
Mail, 200
Writer, 22

Justify Full button (Writer 
Formatting toolbar), 22

Justify Left button (Formatting
toolbar)

Mail, 200
Writer, 22

Justify Right button (Formatting
toolbar)

Mail, 200
Writer, 22

K–L
labels. See also tagging

adding to charts (Sheet), 
119-121



401Meeting Topic option (Meeting Create Meeting tab)

creating for messages (Mail),
214-215

formatting in notebooks
(Notebook), 69-70

removing from messages
(Mail), 215-216

viewing by for messages 
(Mail), 215

Labels button (Mail Inbox 
toolbar), 198

language (Writer)
for interface, 53
for spellchecker, 54

language for wikis (Wiki), 270
Language option (Projects Gen-

eral Settings tab), 334
Late Fee option (Invoice recurring

profiles), 305
late-fee policy (Invoice), 

setting, 304
LaTeX Equation Editor, opening in

Writer, 25
Latex option (Writer Export

menu), 16
launching from Notebook. See

also starting
Chat, 77-78
Skype, 78-80

layering content in notebooks
(Notebook), 65

layers, 24
layout of applications (Creator),

editing, 190-194
Layout option

Wiki image insertion, 275
Writer images, 26

Leads module (CRM), 318
leaving online presentations

(Show), 104
legends, defining for charts

(Sheet), 119
Line Charts (Sheet), 118
line spacing, changing for docu-

ments (Writer), 12, 22
Line Spacing button (Writer For-

matting toolbar), 22
Line tool (Notebook Drawing tool-

bar), 67
lines in notebooks (Notebook)

formatting, 69
resizing, 70

Link Name option (Projects 
links), 352

Link Tags option (Projects 
links), 352

Link URL option (Projects 
links), 352

linking external data to spread-
sheets (Sheet), 131-134

links
adding to projects (Projects),

352-353
to anchors (Wiki), 282-283
automatic linking in wikis

(Wiki), 273, 282
creating

internal links (Wiki), 281
on slides (Show), 92

deleting from projects 
(Projects), 353

editing in projects 
(Projects), 353

to email addresses (Wiki), 282
types of, 280-281
to web pages (Wiki), 280-281

list buttons (Writer Formatting
toolbar), 22

List Options option (Sheet Sort
dialog box), 117

lists (Planner), 239
Live Support (Chat), 234
Local Drive option (Reports Data

Location options), 143
Locale Information section (CRM

Create User page), 313
locking documents (Writer), 46
logging time, 345-347
Logo option (Projects Company

Settings tab), 335
logos

changing for wikis (Wiki), 
284-285

replacing in organizational
profiles (People), 363

uploading
for groups (Writer), 44
to Invoice, 294

Lookup Column option 
(Reports Edit Design dialog box),
151

lookup fields, 151, 156

M
macros (Sheet), 126

editing, 128
playing, 128
recording, 126-127

Mail
accounts, setting up, 210-212
Address Book, 200
benefits of, 197
chatting in, 216-219
home page, 197-198
Inbox, message settings, 198
messages. See messages (Mail)
profiles, 217
starting, 197
troubleshooting, allowing 

pop-up windows, 199
Make Public dialog box 

(Show), 104
Manager role (People), 366
managing groups (Writer), 43-45
Mandatory option (Reports Edit

Design dialog box), 151
margins

changing in documents
(Writer), 11

for PDF files when exporting
data (Reports), 149-150

Mark As button (Mail Inbox tool-
bar), 198

marketing modules (CRM), 318
Marketplace tab (Creator), select-

ing applications from, 179
Master View (Show), 87
Maximize Window button (Meet-

ing Participant toolbar), 265
maximizing text editor (Writer), 21
Meeting, 253

downloading/installing, 
258-259

home page, 254-255
meetings. See meetings 

(Meeting)
Participant toolbar, 265
participants, giving control of

desktop, 263
Presenter toolbar, 260-261
remote assistance with, 

266-267
subscription rates, 253-254
system requirements, 254-255

Meeting Details button (Meeting
Participant toolbar), 265

Meeting Location option (Projects
Meetings tab), 342

Meeting Title option (Projects
Meetings tab), 342

Meeting Topic option (Meeting
Create Meeting tab), 255
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meetings (Meeting)
communication during, 

261-262
embedding in websites/

blogs, 257
ending, 263
inviting participants, 258
joining as participant, 263-264
participants, giving control of

desktop, 263
scheduling, 255-257
starting, 259-260
transferring to new 

presenter, 262
viewing details, 256-258

meetings (Projects)
adding

from Calendar view
(Projects), 344

notes to, 343
scheduling, 342-343

Meetings tab (Projects), 342
Merge Cells Across button 

(Sheet), 113
message settings (Mail Inbox), 198
messages (Chat), sending, 225

offline, 228
messages (Mail)

addressing, 199
attachments, 202-203

printing, 208
blind copying, 199
filters, creating, 209-210
flagging, 206-208
folders, 213-214
formatting, 200
forwarding, 201
labels, 214-216
organizing, 213-216
plain text/HTML, 204-205
printing, 208
priority levels, 203-204
reading, 198, 201

offline, 211-213
receipt requests, 204
receiving, 201
receiving options, 206-210
replying, 201
reporting spam, 206
saving, 208

as draft, 201
searching, 216
sending options, 203-206
signatures, creating, 205

spam filter, managing, 206-207
vacation replies, 205-206
viewing header, 208-209
writing, 199-200

.mht file extension, 58
MHTML format, 58
Microsoft Office plug-in (Writer),

35-36
Milestone Flag option (Projects

Tasks & Milestones tab), 340
Milestone option (Projects Tasks &

Milestones tab), 340
Milestone Report (Projects), 356
milestones (Projects)

adding from Calendar view
(Projects), 344

creating, 339-340
MIME HTML format, 58
Minimize Toolbar button (Meeting

Presenter toolbar), 261
minimizing text editor (Writer), 21
module-level permissions (CRM

profiles), 316
modules (CRM), 308, 318, 320-321

customer support 
modules, 320

dashboards, creating/
customizing, 329-330

data analysis modules, 320
fields, 326-327
inventory and orders modules,

319-320
marketing modules, 318
records. See records (CRM)
reports, creating/customizing,

328-329
sales modules, 318-319

More Format Options button
(Sheet), 113-114

Move button (Mail Inbox 
toolbar), 198

Move This Sheet option (Sheet
right-click menu), 115

moving. See also rearranging
Add Chart dialog box 

(Sheet), 119
between pages (Notebook), 57
charts (Sheet), 120
columns (Reports), 154
content

in applications (Creator), 193
in notebooks (Notebook), 63

documents (Projects) to fold-
ers, 350

fields in forms (Creator), 173
forms (People), 375
navigation bar in wikis 

(Wiki), 286
pages (Notebook), 58
sections in forms (People), 374
shapes on slides (Show), 94
sheets in spreadsheets 

(Sheet), 115
slides (Show), 97
tabs (CRM), 310
tabs (People), 365
tasks (Projects) between task

lists, 341
text on slides (Show), 91

multiple chats, managing in Chat,
225-226

multiple currencies (Invoice), 
configuring, 295

multiple records (CRM), 
updating, 327

multiple rows/columns, inserting
in tables (Writer), 29

multiple sheets in spreadsheets
(Sheet), 114-115

multiple tables/views (Reports),
exporting into single PDF file,
149

My Account link (Writer work-
space), 9

My Department section (People
Dashboard), 370

My Docs (Writer workspace
menu), 8

My Log Calendar link (Projects
home page), 333

My Meetings tab (Meeting home
page), 254

My Profile option (People 
Self-Service tab), 380

My Tasks page (People), 378
My Work Calendar link (Projects

home page), 333

N
Names List dialog box (Sheet), 125
naming

range of cells (Sheet), 125
spreadsheets (Sheet), 107

navigation bar, moving in wikis
(Wiki), 286

Navigation buttons (Show online
presentations), 103



403page setup for documents (Writer)

New Folder dialog box (Mail), 213
New Form page (Creator), 183
New Joinees section (People

Dashboard), 370
New Label dialog box (Mail), 215
New Profile page (CRM), 315
New Role dialog box (People), 368
New Role page (CRM), 314
New Section dialog box 

(People), 371
New View page (Creator), 186
New Wiki Page option (Wiki 

links), 280
New Wiki Page tab (Wiki

Insert/Modify Link dialog 
box), 281

No Wiki button (Wiki formatting
toolbar), 273

Normal View (Show), 87
Notebook. See also notebooks

(Notebook)
content

editing, 63-66
inserting, 59-63

cover pages, deleting, 76
pages, 56-59
shapes

Drawing toolbar, 66-67
editing, 68-71

starting, 55-56
web clippings, 71-73
workspace, explained, 55

notebooks (Notebook)
collaboration on, 77-78

with Chat, 77-78
with Skype, 78-80

comparing versions, 80-81
content

editing, 63-66
inserting, 59-63

creating, 56
deleting, 59
pages, 56-59
publishing, 75-77
shapes

Drawing toolbar, 66-67
editing, 68-71

sharing, 73-75
tabs, viewing, 58
web pages, snapping, 72-73

notes (Planner)
editing, 248-249
emailing, 241
writing, 241-242

notes (Projects), adding to meet-
ings, 343

notes (Show), inserting, 98
Notes option

Invoice Add New Customer
page, 297

Projects time tracking, 346
notifications. See email notifica-

tion settings
notifying users (CRM), 314
Num Sent option (CRM Create

Campaign page), 322
numbers, formatting in spread-

sheets (Sheet), 113-114

O
objects on slides (Show)

copying/pasting, 96-97
deleting, 96

ODF (ODT) option (Writer Export
menu), 15

ODP option (Show Export 
menu), 99

offline messages
reading (Mail), 211-213
sending (Chat), 228

Offline Settings dialog box 
(Mail), 212

offline work (Writer), 32, 34
installing Google Gears, 32-33
with Microsoft Office plug-in,

35-36
setup for, 33-34
synchronizing documents, 

34-35
OHLC Charts (Sheet), 118
On Import Errors option (Reports

imported database options), 145
Online Payment Settings page

(Invoice), 301
online presentations (Show)

leaving, 104
viewing, 101-104

Only Me (Private) option (Wiki
permissions), 287

opening. See also reading mes-
sages (Mail)

attachments from messages
(Mail), 202-203

documents (Projects), 350
documents (Writer) in tabs, 54

LaTeX Equation Editor in 
Writer, 25

records (CRM) in 
spreadsheets, 325

templates (Writer), 19-20
VBA editor in Sheet, 115
views (Reports), 162

operators in formulas (Sheet), 
123-124

Options link (Writer workspace), 9
Options section (Reports PDF for-

matting options), 148
Ordered List button (Formatting

toolbar)
Mail, 200
Writer, 22

Organization option (People Self-
Service tab), 380

Organization Settings page (Peo-
ple), 362

Organization tab (People), 368
organizational profiles (People)

creating, 362
replacing logo in, 363

organizing
chat windows (Chat), 227
documents (Projects), 350, 352
documents (Writer), 36-39
messages (Mail), 213-216
records (CRM), 324-325

Orientation option (Sheet Sort
dialog box), 117

Orientation section (Reports PDF
formatting options), 148

out-of-office messages (Mail), 
205-206

Owner option (Projects Tasks &
Milestones tab), 340

Owner(s) option (People checklist
tasks), 378

P
padding, adjusting in tables

(Writer), 31
page breaks, inserting in docu-

ments (Writer), 24
page layout (Creator 

applications), 191
Page Setup button (Writer For-

matting toolbar), 21
Page Setup dialog box (Writer), 11
page setup for documents

(Writer), 11-12
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pages (Notebook), 56. See also
notebooks (Notebook)

deleting, 59
exporting, 58
inserting, 56-58
moving, 58
moving between, 57
renaming, 58
updating, 57

pages (Planner)
adding descriptions to, 243
attaching files to, 242-243
creating, 243-244
deleting, 249
removing elements from, 

248-249
renaming, 243
reordering, 244-245
sharing, 249-250
tagging, 247-248

pages (Wiki)
adding/editing text, 272-273
creating, 272
creating subpages, 283-284
deleting, 283
documents

attaching, 278-279
deleting attached, 280
deleting embedded, 278
editing embedded, 277-278
embedding, 276-277
viewing attached, 279

images
deleting, 276
editing, 275
inserting, 273-275
resizing, 275-276

reordering, 283
tables in, 276
video, embedding, 278

paper size, changing for docu-
ments (Writer), 11

paper-clip icon (Mail), 202
Participant List button

Meeting Participant 
toolbar, 265

Meeting Presenter toolbar, 261
Participant toolbar (Meeting), 265
participants (Meeting)

giving control of desktop, 263
inviting to meetings, 258
joining meetings as, 263-264
transferring meetings to, 262

Participants E-Mail option (Meet-
ing Create Meeting tab), 256

Participants List (Show presenta-
tions), hiding, 103

Password option (Projects General
Settings tab), 334

Password section (CRM Create
User page), 313

Paste from Clipboard button
(Writer Formatting toolbar), 23

Pasted Data option (Reports Data
Location options), 143

pasting
content in notebooks 

(Notebook), 65
objects on slides (Show), 96-97
range of cells (Sheet), 109
slides (Show), 97

payment gateways (Invoice),
selecting, 300-301

payment processing of invoices
(Invoice), 306-307

Payments Terms option (Invoice
Add New Customer page), 296

PayPal
invoice payments via, 301
payment processing via, 306

PDF files, exporting data (Reports)
as, 148-150

PDF option (Export menu)
in Show, 99
in Writer, 16

People, 359
bulk email messages, 

sending, 385
checklists, 376-379
color schemes, changing, 365
Dashboard, 369-370
departments, 363-364
employees

adding, 368-369
chatting with, 379-380
finding, 370

forms, 371-376
Getting Started tab, 361-362

deleting, 365
job openings, associating

resumes with, 384
organizational profiles, 

362-363
Recruitment tab. See Recruit-

ment tab (People)

security, 365-368
Self-Service tab, 361, 380-381
starting, 360-361
subscription rates, 359-360
tabs, 364-365
user profiles, editing, 360

Percent button (Sheet number 
formatting), 114

Permission option (Creator form
fields), 172

permissions
editing

for profiles (CRM), 316-317
for views (Creator), 195

setting
in People, 367-368
for wikis (Wiki), 286-288

Permissions option (Notebook
Share Object dialog box), 74

personalizing. See customizing
Photo option (Projects General

Settings tab), 334
photos, adding to profiles 

(Mail), 217
Picasa Web Albums, inserting

images (Show) from, 95
pictures. See images; shapes
Pie Charts (Sheet), 118
pinning content in notebooks

(Notebook), 64
pivot charts (Sheet), 128

creating, 129-130
editing, 130-131

pivot tables (Sheet), 128
creating, 128-130
editing, 130-131

pivot view (Reports), 
creating, 160

plain text for messages (Mail),
204-205

Planner, 237
appointments

editing, 248-249
recurring, 247
reminders for, 240
scheduling, 240-241

color scheme, changing, 239
notes

editing, 248-249
emailing, 241
writing, 241-242

pages. See pages (Planner)
reminders, 252
starting, 237-238
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tasks, 239, 245-246
to-do lists

collapsing/expanding, 
244-245

creating, 237-240
editing, 248-249
viewing overview of, 251

playing macros (Sheet), 128
POP (post office protocol), 210
POP access, enabling in Gmail,

210-211
pop-up windows, allowing, 9, 199
Post Created Job Openings in

Website dialog box (People), 382
post office protocol (POP), 210
posting

documents (Writer) to blogs,
50-51

to forums (Projects), 353-356
job openings (People), 381-383

Posting Comment permission
(wikis), 286

Potentials module (CRM), 319
Powered By Logo option (Projects

Company Settings tab), 335
PPS option (Show Export 

menu), 99
PPT option (Show Export 

menu), 99
Presentation Name option 

(Show Create New Presentation
page), 83

presentations (Show). See also
slides (Show)

creating, 83-85
deleting, 100
duplicating, 99
editing, 88-98
embedding in web pages, 

105-106
exporting, 99
finding, 84
importing, 85-87
inserting in notebooks 

(Notebook), 62-63
inserting notes, 98
invitations to, 101-102
printing, 99
publishing, 104-105
removing from public 

presentation list, 105
saving, 99
sharing, 100-101
tagging, 84

themes, changing, 98
viewing history, 101
viewing online, 101-104
views for, 87-88

Presenter E-Mail ID option (Meet-
ing Create Meeting tab), 256

Presenter toolbar (Meeting), 
260-261

presenters (Meeting)
defined, 256
transferring meetings to, 262

Preview option (Reports imported
database options), 145

Preview Template link (Writer 
templates), 20

previewing
application layouts 

(Creator), 191
documents (Writer), 11
images (Writer), 26
invoices (Invoice), 305
templates (Invoice), 303

previous versions. See versions
Price Books module (CRM), 319
pricing. See subscription rates
Print button (Writer Formatting

toolbar), 21
printing

attachments from messages
(Mail), 208

messages (Mail), 208
presentations (Show), 99
records (CRM), 327
reports (CRM), 328
resolution for, 294

priority levels of messages (Mail),
203-204

Priority option (Projects task
assignments), 339

private databases (Reports), 166-
167

Private Sharing (Read Only) option
(Planner pages), 250

Private Sharing (Read/Write)
option (Planner pages), 250

privileges
changing in Writer, 45
editing for shared notebooks

(Notebook), 75
Profile Details page (CRM), 315
Profile Name option (Invoice

recurring profiles), 305
Profile option

Projects Company Settings 
tab, 335

Projects General Settings 
tab, 334

profiles
company profiles (Invoice), 

creating, 292-294
in CRM, 314-317
in Mail, 217
organizational profiles 

(People), 362-363
recurring profiles (Invoice), 

creating, 304-305
user profiles (People), 

editing, 360
project management. See Projects
Project Manager template

(Reports), 141
Project Members page 

(Projects), 337
Project Members/Meeting Partici-

pants option (Projects Meetings
tab), 342

Project members/Owner option
(Projects task assignments), 338

Projects. See also projects 
(Projects)

documents. See documents
(Projects)

email reminders, setting up, 333
folders, creating, 350
forums, 353-356
home page, 333
invoices, sending, 347-348
links, 352-353
meetings, 342-343
milestones, creating, 339-340
reports, viewing, 356-357
settings, 334-335
SSL support, 332
starting, 332
subscription rates, 331-332
task lists, 340-341
tasks, 338-339
users

adding, 337-338
client users, 338
deleting, 342
emailing, 341-342
reassigning roles, 341

web address, changing, 335
projects (Projects)

archiving, 357
Calendar view, 343-344
creating, 336
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Dashboard for, 336
deleting, 358
documents. See documents

(Projects)
folders, creating, 350
invoices, sending, 347-348
links, 352-353
milestones, creating, 339-340
task lists, 340-341
tasks, 338-339
tracking time, 345-347
users

adding, 337-338
client users, 338
deleting, 342
emailing, 341-342
reassigning roles, 341

Properties option (Creator View
Configuration bar), 188

public databases (Reports), 166-
167

Public Docs (Writer workspace
menu), 8

public presentation list, removing
presentations (Show) from, 105

Public Settings dialog box
(Reports), 167

Public Share dialog box 
(Writer), 49

Public Sharing option (Planner
pages), 250

Publish Book dialog box (Note-
book), 76

Publish Chart dialog box 
(Sheet), 122

publishing
applications (Creator), 196
charts (Sheet), 122
documents (Writer), 48-51
notebooks (Notebook), 75-77
presentations (Show), 104-105
tables (Reports), 167-168
views (Reports), 167-168

Purchase Orders module 
(CRM), 319

Q–R
queries, 152-154
Quick Create dialog box 

(People), 368

Quick Format dialog box
in Wiki, 276
in Writer, 22-23

Quotes module (CRM), 319

range of cells (Sheet)
adding, 125
formatting, 113
naming, 125
selecting, 109

Rate option (Projects 
invoices), 347

Read flag (Mail messages), 207
reading messages (Mail), 198, 201

offline, 211-213
Reading permission (wikis), 286
rearranging Dashboard sections

(People), 370. See also moving;
reordering

reassigning user roles 
(Projects), 341

receipt requests for messages
(Mail), 204

receiving messages (Mail), 201
setting options for, 206-210

recommendations on job candi-
dates (People), 386-387

Record Separator option (Reports
Export Settings 
section), 147

recording macros (Sheet), 126-127
records, defined, 139
records (CRM)

creating, 321-323
creating custom views, 

324-325
deleting, 327
finding, 324
importing, 322-324
opening in spreadsheets, 325
organizing, 324-325
printing, 327
updating multiple, 327
viewing list of, 324

records (Reports), 
grouping, 159

recovering
content in notebooks (Note-

book), 66
deleted documents (Writer), 17
deleted spreadsheets 

(Sheet), 111
Recruitment section (People Dash-

board), 370

Recruitment tab (People), 361,
381-382

job candidates
converting to employees,

388
evaluating, 385-387
interviewing, 385-386
making offer to, 386-387
recommendations on, 

386-387
job openings, posting, 381-383
resumes, collecting, 383-384

Rectangle tool (Notebook Draw-
ing toolbar), 67

Rectangle Type option (Notebook
shape formatting), 69

rectangles, formatting in note-
books (Notebook), 69

recurring appointments 
(Planner), 247

scheduling, 240
recurring profiles (Invoice), creat-

ing, 304-305
Redo button (Writer Formatting

toolbar), 23
Refresh button (Meeting Partici-

pant toolbar), 265
refreshing pivot tables/charts

(Sheet), 131
relationships

between forms (Creator), 
creating, 184-187

between tables (Reports), cre-
ating, 156-157

Reload option (CRM reports), 329
Remind All option (Projects 

Meetings tab), 342
reminders

for appointments 
(Planner), 240

email reminders (Projects), 
setting up, 333

for tasks (Planner), 239, 252
remote assistance (Meeting), 

266-267
Remote Assistance tab (Meeting

home page), 254
remote presentations. See online

presentations (Show)
Remote URL dialog box (Show), 101
Remove Web Link button (Mail

Formatting toolbar), 200
removing. See also deleting

attachments from messages
(Mail), 202



407Save As option (CRM reports)

deleted documents (Writer)
from Trash, 17

deleted spreadsheets (Sheet)
from Trash, 111

document highlighting
(Writer), 23

formatting from documents
(Writer), 22

labels from messages 
(Mail), 215

page elements (Planner), 
248-249

presentations (Show) from
public presentation list, 105

published documents 
(Writer), 50

published notebooks 
(Notebook), 76

published presentations
(Show) from Web, 105

shared spreadsheets 
(Sheet), 111

Rename Column option (Reports
column editing), 154

Rename option (Sheet right-click
menu), 114

Rename Page dialog box (Note-
book), 58

renaming
columns (Reports), 

151, 154
documents (Writer), 10
fields (CRM), 327
folders for messages 

(Mail), 214
forms (People), 374
groups (Writer), 44
pages (Notebook), 58
pages (Planner), 243
pivot tables/charts (Sheet), 131
sections

in applications (Creator), 194
in forms (People), 374

sheets in spreadsheets 
(Sheet), 114

tabs (CRM), 310-311
views (Reports), 163
wikis (Wiki), 269

reordering
pages (Planner), 244-245
pages (Wiki), 283
tasks (Planner), 246

Repeat option (Projects Meetings
tab), 342

replacing
in documents (Writer), 39
logos in organizational profiles

(People), 363
Reply All option (Mail messages),

201
Reply option (Mail messages), 201
replying

to forum posts (Projects), 355
to messages (Mail), 201

reporting spam (Mail), 206
Reports, 139

Creator compared, 169-170
databases. See databases

(Reports)
records, grouping, 159
tables. See tables (Reports)
templates, creating databases

from, 141-143
views. See views (Reports)

reports (CRM), creating/customiz-
ing, 328-329

reports (Projects), viewing, 
356-357

Reports module (CRM), 320
reports permissions (CRM pro-

files), 316
Reports tab (Projects), 356
Request Control button (Meeting

Participant toolbar), 265
requirements. See system 

requirements
requiring approval process for

forms (People), 375-376
resizing

charts (Sheet), 121
chat window (Mail), 218
content in notebooks (Note-

book), 64
images

in documents (Writer), 27
in pages (Wiki), 275-276
on slides (Show), 96

shapes
in notebooks (Notebook), 70
on slides (Show), 93

tables (Writer), 29-30
text boxes

in notebooks (Notebook), 59
on slides (Show), 91

resolution, 294
responses to comments (Writer),

deleting, 48
resumes (People), collecting, 

383-384

retrieving
deleted customers 

(Invoice), 300
deleted records (CRM), 328

reverting
to previous document versions

(Writer), 51-52
to previous spreadsheet ver-

sions (Sheet), 137
Rich Text Format option (Writer

Export menu), 16
right-click menu

editing columns (Reports), 154
formatting options (Writer), 25
inserting/deleting

rows/columns from tables
(Writer), 28-29

for sheets (Sheet), 114
roles (CRM), 314

assigning to users, 314-315
creating, 314
deleting, 315
editing, 315

roles (People), 366
creating, 367-368
setting permissions, 367-368

roles (Projects), reassigning, 341
rotating shapes on slides 

(Show), 94
rows

editing in Reports, 155
inserting/deleting

in spreadsheets (Sheet), 112
in tables (Writer), 28-29

RSS feeds
inserting in notebooks (Note-

book), 62-63
linking to spreadsheets

(Sheet), 131
ruler (Writer), hiding, 54
rules (Creator), creating

for fields, 180
form rules, 180, 182-183

S
sales modules (CRM), 318-319
Sales Orders module (CRM), 319
Save as New Spreadsheet dialog

box (Sheet), 110, 116
Save as New Template dialog box

(Sheet), 115
Save As option (CRM reports), 328
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Save button (Writer Formatting
toolbar), 21

Save dialog box (Writer), 10
Save Template link (Writer 

templates), 20
saved documents (Writer), 

comparing, 15
saving

applications (Creator) as
scripts, 178

chart views (Reports), 161
data in databases (Reports),

146
documents (Writer), 10, 14-15
draft messages (Mail), 201
messages (Mail), 208
presentations (Show), 99
spreadsheets (Sheet), 110

as templates, 115
transcripts (Chat), 232-233

Scatter Charts (Sheet), 118
Schedule Interview dialog box

(People), 385
Scheduled On option (Projects

Meetings tab), 342
scheduling

appointments (Planner), 
240-241

interviews (People), 385-386
meetings (Meeting), 255-257
meetings (Projects), 342-343

script builder (Deluge), 
downloading, 178

ScriptBuilder scripts, creating form
rules, 180, 182-183

scripts (Deluge)
form rules, creating, 180-183
importing into applications

(Creator), 178
saving applications (Creator)

as, 178
writing for applications

(Creator), 176-178
Search button (Writer status 

bar), 9
searching. See also finding

for documents (Projects), 352
in documents (Writer), 38-39
groups (Chat), 230
messages (Mail), 216
for resumes (People), 384
transcripts (Chat), 233

sections
adding to forms (People), 371
creating for applications

(Creator), 193

deleting from applications
(Creator), 194

enabling/disabling in forms
(People), 374

moving in forms (People), 374
renaming

in applications (Creator), 194
in forms (People), 374

showing/hiding in applications
(Creator), 194

security
offline Mail access, 213
roles (People), 365-366

creating, 367-368
setting permissions, 367-368

of Zoho data, 1
Security page (People), 366
Select Columns to Export section

(Reports PDF formatting
options), 148

Select Customer option (Invoice
Add New Invoice page), 303

Select Project option (Projects
invoices), 347

Select tool (Notebook Drawing
toolbar), 66

selecting
applications (Creator) from

Marketplace tab, 179
chart type (Sheet), 118-119
color schemes

for applications 
(Creator), 192

in CRM, 312
for wikis (Wiki), 284

columns (Reports) for SQL
queries, 152-154

payment gateways (Invoice),
300-301

range of cells (Sheet), 109
templates (Writer) from Tem-

plate Library, 18-19
Self-Service tab (People), 361, 

380-381
Send Backward option (Notebook

content editing), 65
Send Mail Notification option

(Projects task assignments), 338
Send to Back option (Notebook

content editing), 65
Send Vacation Reply To option

(Mail vacation replies), 205
sending. See also writing

bulk email messages 
(People), 385

estimates (Invoice), 303-304
files in Chat, 227
invoices (Invoice), 303-304
invoices (Projects), 347-348
messages (Chat), 225
offline messages (Chat), 228

Sending Interval option (Mail
vacation replies), 206

Services module (CRM), 319
Set Criteria option (Creator View

Configuration bar), 188
Set Display Type option (Creator

View Configuration bar), 187
Set Email Notification dialog box

(Creator), 184
Set Filters option (Creator View

Configuration bar), 188
Set Grouping option (Creator View

Configuration bar), 188
Set Permissions option (Creator

View Configuration bar), 188
Set Sorting option (Creator View

Configuration bar), 188
setting up. See configuring
settings (Projects), 334

Company Settings tab, 335
General Settings tab, 334

shapes. See also images
in Notebook

Drawing toolbar, 66-67
editing, 68-71

on slides (Show), 92-94
Shapes menu (Notebook), 69
Shapes option (Notebook shape

formatting), 69
Shapes tool (Notebook Drawing

toolbar), 67
Share Object dialog box (Note-

book), 74
Share tab (Creator), 194
Share This Desktop option (Show

online presentations), 104
Share This Document dialog box

in Sheet, 134
in Show, 100
in Writer, 40, 42-43

Share This Sheet option (Sheet
right-click menu), 115

Shared Details dialog box
(Reports), 165

Shared Info button (Writer status
bar), 9
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Shared To Me (Writer workspace
menu), 8

sharing
applications (Creator), 194-195
databases (Reports), 163-166
documents (Writer), 39-48
with groups (Writer), 42-43
notebooks (Notebook), 73-75
pages (Planner), 249-250
presentations (Show), 100-101
sheets in spreadsheets 

(Sheet), 115
spreadsheets (Sheet), 134-136

removing sharing, 111
views (Reports), 163-164
wikis (Wiki), 286

blocking users, 287
creating groups, 288
setting permissions, 286-288

Sheet. See also spreadsheets
(Sheet)

cells
formatting range, 113
selecting range, 109

charts. See charts (Sheet)
comments, 135-136
formulas, writing, 123-124
functions, inserting, 124-125
macros, 126-128
pivot charts, 129-131
pivot tables, 128-131
spreadsheet editor in, 107-108
templates, creating, 115

sheets in spreadsheets (Sheet),
114-115

Shoutbox (Chat), 234
Show. See also presentations

(Show); slides (Show)
notes, inserting, 98
starting, 83-84
themes, 84

Show/Hide Notes option (Show
online presentations), 103

showing. See also viewing
Formatting toolbar buttons

(Writer), 53
gridlines in tables (Writer), 

30-31
Shrink to Fit option (Writer

images), 27
Shrink to Fit vs. Original Size option

(Wiki image insertion), 274
Sign Out link (Writer workspace), 9
signatures for email messages

in Invoice, 302
in Mail, 205

signing into Zoho, 5-6. See also
starting

skins, 52. See also color schemes
Skins option (Projects General 

Settings tab), 334
Skype

launching from Notebook, 
78-80

for meeting communication
(Meeting), 262

Skype option (Meeting Create
Meeting tab), 256

slides (Show)
adding

images, 94-96
shapes, 92-93
text, 90-91

copying/pasting objects, 96-97
creating hyperlinks, 92
deleting, 98

objects, 96
duplicating, 97
embedding videos, 96
flipping shapes, 94
formatting text, 92
inserting, 89-90
moving, 97

shapes, 94
text, 91

resizing
images, 96
shapes, 93
text boxes, 91

rotating shapes, 94
Slideshow View (Show), 87
slideshows. See presentations

(Show)
snapping web pages for note-

books (Notebook), 72-73
Solutions module (CRM), 320
Sort By option (Sheet Sort dialog

box), 116
Sort dialog box (Sheet), 116
Sort option (Reports column edit-

ing), 154
Sorter View (Show), 87
sorting data

in spreadsheets (Sheet), 
116-117

in tables (Reports), 156
source data, defining for charts

(Sheet), 119-120

Spacing option
Wiki image insertion, 275
Writer images), 27

spam (Mail)
managing spam filter, 206-207
reporting, 206

spam filter (Mail), managing, 
206-207

Spam flag (Mail messages), 207
Special Character button (Writer

Formatting toolbar), 24
speech bubble icon (Mail), 201
Spell Check button (Formatting

toolbar)
Mail, 200
Writer, 24

spellchecker language, customiz-
ing Writer, 54

spreadsheet editor (Sheet), 
107-108

spreadsheets (Sheet)
adding/deleting

rows/columns, 112
cells

formatting range, 113
selecting range, 109

charts. See charts (Sheet)
clearing contents, 112, 115
comments, 135-136
creating, 108

for projects, 349-350
from templates, 115-116

deleting, 111
duplicating, 110
entering data, 109
exporting, 110
formatting, 111-114
formulas, writing, 123-124
functions, inserting, 124-125
importing, 108-109
inserting in pages (Notebook),

57, 62
linking to external data, 

131-134
macros, 126-128
multiple sheets in, 114-115
naming, 107
opening records (CRM) in, 325
pivot charts, 129-131
pivot tables, 128-131
removing sharing, 111
saving, 110

as templates, 115
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sharing, 134-136
sorting data, 116-117
updating in pages 

(Notebook), 57
viewing history, 137

SQL (structured query 
language), 152

SQL queries, creating tables
(Reports) from, 152-154

SSL support
in Invoice, 301
in Projects, 332

Standard profile (CRM), 315
standing appointments. See recur-

ring appointments (Planner)
Start and End Date option (CRM

Create Campaign page), 322
Start and End Dates option

(Invoice recurring profiles), 305
Start Date option (Projects task

assignments), 338
Start Date/End Date option 

(Projects Tasks & Milestones 
tab), 340

starting
chats

in Chat, 225-226
in Mail, 218-219

Creator, 170
CRM, 308-309
Invoice, 292-293
Mail, 197
meetings (Meeting), 259-260
Notebook, 55-56
People, 360-361
Planner, 237-238
Projects, 332
Show, 83-84
Writer, 7

statistics, viewing for uploaded
documents (Projects), 349

status bar (Writer), 8
hiding, 54

status messages (Mail chat), 219
Status option (CRM Create Cam-

paign page), 322
Step 1 of 2: Create Database

(Import) dialog box (Reports),
142

Step 1 of 2: Create Table (Import)
dialog box (Reports), 151

Step 2 of 2: Create Database
(Import) dialog box (Reports),
144

Stock Charts (Sheet), 118
Stop Remote option (Show online

presentations), 103
Stop/Start Share button (Meeting

Presenter toolbar), 261
Strikethrough button (Writer For-

matting toolbar), 22
Stroke Color option (Notebook

shape formatting), 69
Stroke Width option (Notebook

shape formatting), 69
structured query language 

(SQL), 152
Styles button (Writer Formatting

toolbar), 21
Subject option (Mail vacation

replies), 205
subpages (Wiki), creating, 283-284
Subscript button (Writer Format-

ting toolbar), 22
subscription rates

for Creator, 170
for CRM, 307-308
for Invoice, 291-292
for Meeting, 253-254
for People, 359-360
for Projects, 331-332
for Wiki, 270

summary reports (Reports), creat-
ing, 160

summary view (Reports), 
creating, 161-162

Superscript button (Writer For-
matting toolbar), 22

Switch to link (Writer 
workspace), 9

switching
between 2D/3D views in 

dashboard charts (CRM), 330
views (Creator), 175

SXW option (Writer Export 
menu), 16

Symbols category (Show 
shapes), 93

symbols for column data types
(Reports), 146

Synchronization Summary dialog
box (Writer), 34

synchronizing
documents (Writer), 34-35
Invoice and CRM, 298

system logo (Invoice), 294
system requirements

for Google Gears, 32
for Meeting, 254-255

T
tab layout (Creator 

applications), 191
Tab theme (Chat home page), 222
Table Name option (Reports

imported database options), 144
Table of Contents button (Writer

Formatting toolbar), 24
Table Properties dialog box

(Writer), 30
tables (Reports)

creating, 140, 150-154
creating relationships

between, 156-157
deleting data from, 142
designing with Design View,

151-152
editing, 154-155
embedding in web

pages/blogs, 168
filtering data, 157-158
importing, 144
importing data to, 150
publishing, 167-168
sorting data, 156

tables (Wiki), 276
tables (Writer)

adjusting cell padding, 31
creating, 27-28
deleting, 31
inserting/deleting

rows/columns, 28-29
resizing, 29-30
showing/hiding gridlines, 

30-31
wrapping text around, 31

tables of contents (Writer), 31-32
tabs (CRM), customizing, 309

hiding, 309-310
moving, 310
renaming, 310-311

tabs (Notebook), viewing, 58
tabs (People)

moving, 365
showing/hiding, 364-365

tabs (Writer), opening documents
in, 54

tabular view (Reports), 
creating, 158-160

tag clouds, viewing in documents
(Projects), 352
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tagging
documents (Projects), 351
documents (Writer), 36-38
pages (Planner), 247-248
presentations (Show), 84

tags
for links in projects 

(Projects), 352
Technorati tags, 51

Tags button (Writer status bar), 9
Tags option (Show Create New

Presentation page), 84
Task Graph View report 

(Projects), 356
Task List option (Projects task

assignments), 338
Task List View report 

(Projects), 356
task lists (Projects)

adding tasks to, 341
creating, 340
moving tasks between, 341

Task option (Projects task 
assignments), 338

Task option (Projects time 
tracking), 346

Tasks & Milestones tab 
(Projects), 340

tasks for checklists (People)
adding, 377-378
viewing, 378-379

tasks (Planner)
categories for, 239
creating, 239
deleting, 245-246
due dates for, 239
reminders for, 239
reordering, 246

tasks (Projects)
adding

from Calendar view
(Projects), 344

to task lists, 341
assigning, 338-339
editing, 339
marking as complete, 339
moving between task lists, 341

Tasks module (CRM), 318
tax information (Invoice), 

configuring, 295
Team Member role (People), 366

technical requirements. See sys-
tem requirements

Technorati tags, 51
Template Library (Writer)

exporting templates to, 20
selecting from, 18-19

Template Library Details dialog
box (Writer), 20

Template option (Invoice Add
New Invoice page), 303

templates (Creator), form tem-
plates, 171

templates (CRM)
email templates, creating, 319
inventory templates, 

creating, 320
templates (Reports), creating

databases from, 141-143
templates (Invoice)

for email messages, 301-302
previewing, 303

templates (Sheet)
creating, 115
creating spreadsheets from,

115-116
saving spreadsheets as, 115

Templates (Writer workspace
menu), 8

templates (Writer), 18
creating, 19
creating documents from, 19
editing, 20
exporting to Template 

Library, 20
opening, 19-20
saving documents as, 15
selecting from Template

Library, 18-19
Templates List dialog box 

(Sheet), 115
Terms & Conditions option

(Invoice Add New Invoice 
page), 304

Terms option (Invoice recurring
profiles), 305

testing links (Wiki), 281
text. See also contents

creating hyperlinks on slides
(Show), 92

editing
in notebooks (Notebook), 66
on pages (Wiki), 272-273

formatting on slides (Show), 92

inserting
in notebooks (Notebook), 

59-60
on pages (Wiki), 272-273
on slides (Show), 90-91

moving on slides (Show), 91
resizing boxes on slides

(Show), 91
text boxes, resizing in notebooks

(Notebook), 59
Text Color option (Notebook label

formatting), 70
text editor (Writer)

Formatting toolbar, 21-25
maximizing/minimizing, 21

Text File option (Writer Export
menu), 16

Text Formatting button 
(Sheet), 113

Text Qualifier option (Reports
Export Settings 
section), 147

Text Size option (Notebook label
formatting), 70

Text Styles button (Writer Format-
ting toolbar), 21

Text tool (Notebook Drawing tool-
bar), 67

themes (Chat), for home page,
222. See also color schemes

themes (Show), 84
changing, 98

Thesaurus dialog box (Writer), 24
time tracking, in projects (Pro-

jects), 345-347
Time Zone section (Invoice Cur-

rency and Time Zone page), 295
time zones

customizing Writer, 53
for meetings (Meeting), 255

timers for time tracking in projects
(Projects), 347

Timesheet tab (Projects), 345
Title and Description section

(Reports PDF formatting
options), 148

Title Slide format (Show slides), 89
Title with Points format (Show

slides), 90
Title with Text format (Show

slides), 89
titles

changing for wikis (Wiki), 
284-285

for charts (Sheet), 119
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to-do lists (Planner). See also
checklists (People)

collapsing/expanding, 244-245
creating, 237-240
deleting list items, 245
editing, 248-249
tasks. See tasks (Planner)
viewing overview of, 251

Toggle HTML Source button
(Writer Formatting toolbar), 25

tool permissions (CRM 
profiles), 316

toolbar (Mail Inbox), 198
tracking time in projects 

(Projects), 345-347
transcripts (Chat)

continuing chats from, 233
deleting, 234
saving, 232-233
searching, 233

transferring meetings (Meeting) to
new presenter, 262

Trash (Sheet), emptying, 111
Trash (Writer workspace menu), 8
Trash (Writer), emptying, 17
troubleshooting

allowing pop-up windows, 
9, 199

Meeting downloads, 259
with remote assistance 

(Meeting), 266-267
retrieving Presenter toolbar

(Meeting), 261
starting meetings 

(Meeting), 259
.tsv file extension, 174
Two Text Blocks format (Show

slides), 90
Type option (CRM Create 

Campaign page), 322

U
unblocking guest users (Chat), 230
Underline button (Formatting

toolbar)
Mail, 200
Writer, 22

Undo button (Writer Formatting
toolbar), 23

uniform resource locators. See
URLs

Unread flag (Mail messages), 207

updating
multiple records (CRM), 327
pages (Notebook), 57

upgrading to company account
(CRM), 312

Upload an Image dialog box
(Show), 95

uploading
documents (Projects), 348-350
logos

for groups (Writer), 44
to Invoice, 294

URL option (Wiki links), 280
URLs (uniform resource locators),

14. See also web pages
editing in notebooks 

(Notebook), 66
in page descriptions 

(Planner), 244
user profiles (People), editing, 360
Username/E-Mail option 

(Notebook Share Object dialog
box), 74

users (CRM)
adding, 312-313
deactivating, 317
deleting, 317
notifying, 314
profiles, 314-317
roles, 314-315

users (People), roles, 366. See also
employees (People)

creating, 367-368
setting permissions, 367-368

users (Projects)
adding, 337-338
deleting, 342
emailing, 341-342
reassigning roles, 341

users (Wiki), blocking, 287

V
vacation replies for messages

(Mail), 205-206
Validation option (Creator form

fields), 172
VBA editor (Sheet), 115, 128
vCards, 298
Vendors module (CRM), 319
Version Description dialog box

(Sheet), 110
Version dialog box (Wiki), 289
Version History dialog box 

(Sheet), 137

versions. See also history
of documents (Projects), 

viewing, 350
of documents (Writer), 

comparing, 52
of notebooks (Notebook),

comparing, 80-81
of spreadsheets (Sheet), 

saving, 110
of wikis (Wiki), comparing,

288-289
video demonstration for 

importing data into databases
(Reports), 145

videos
copyright issues, 61
embedding

in notebooks (Notebook), 61
in pages (Wiki), 278
on slides (Show), 96

View Code option (Sheet right-
click menu), 115

View Configuration bar 
(Creator), 187

viewers for meetings 
(Meeting), 264

viewing. See also showing
attached documents (Writer)

in pages (Wiki), 279
buttons on Wiki formatting

toolbar, 273
comments

in documents (Writer), 47
in forums (Projects), 355
in published documents

(Writer), 49
data in databases (Reports),

159-163
document history (Writer), 51
document versions 

(Projects), 350
headers of messages (Mail),

208-209
labeled messages (Mail), 215
list of records (CRM), 324-325
meeting details (Meeting),

256-258
presentation history 

(Show), 101
presentations (Show), online,

101-104
profiles (Mail), 217
reports (Projects), 356-357
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resumes (People), 384
sections in applications

(Creator), 194
spreadsheet history 

(Sheet), 137
statistics for uploaded docu-

ments (Projects), 349
tabs (Notebook), 58
tabs (People), 364-365
tag clouds in documents 

(Projects), 352
tasks in checklists (People),

378-379
to-do list overview (Planner),

251
views (Creator), 186

combining, 189-190
creating, 186-189
deleting, 190
permissions, editing, 195
publishing, 196
switching, 175

views (Reports)
chart view, creating, 160-161
editing, 163
embedding in web

pages/blogs, 168
opening, 162
pivot view, creating, 160
publishing, 167-168
renaming, 163
sharing, 163-164
summary view, creating, 

161-162
tabular view, creating, 158-160

views (Show), 87-88

W
Waiting for Your Approval section

(People Dashboard), 369
Web

importing 
documents (Writer) from, 14
presentations (Show) from,

86-87
spreadsheets (Sheet) 

from, 109
inserting images (Show) 

from, 96

publishing
charts (Sheet) to, 122
presentations (Show) to,

104-105
removing presentations

(Show) from, 105
viewing presentations (Show),

101-104
web address (Projects), 

changing, 335
web browsers, downloading, 33
Web Charts (Sheet), 118
web clippings (Notebook), 71

creating, 72-73
editing, 73
installing Zoho Notebook

Helper plug-in, 71
web conferencing. See Meeting
Web option (Reports Data Loca-

tion options), 143
web pages

embedding
Add Resume form (People)

in, 383
applications (Creator) 

on, 196
Chat in, 234-235
documents (Writer) in, 49
meetings (Meeting) in, 257
notebooks (Notebook) in, 

76-77
presentations (Show) in, 

105-106
tables/views (Reports) in,

168
inserting in notebooks 

(Notebook), 57-58, 62
links to (Wiki), 280-281
publishing documents (Writer)

as, 48-50
snapping for notebooks 

(Notebook), 72-73
Welcome message (Writer), 8
Welcome page (Invoice), dis-

abling, 292
White List (Mail spam filter), 

206-207
Wiki. See also wikis (Wiki)

Dashboard, 271
formatting toolbar,

showing/hiding buttons, 273

links, 280-283
pages. See pages (Wiki)
subscription rates, 270

wikis, defined, 269
wikis (Wiki)

automatic linking in, 273, 282
color schemes for, 270
comparing versions, 288-289
creating, 269-271
customizing, 284-286
email character encoding 

for, 270
email notification settings, 288
languages for, 270
pages. See pages (Wiki)
renaming, 269
sharing, 286-288

Word, 35-36
Word Document option (Writer

Export menu), 15
worksheets. See spreadsheets

(Sheet)
workspace (Notebook), 55
workspace (Writer), 7-9
Wrap Text button (Sheet), 113
wrapping text around tables

(Writer), 31
Writer. See also documents (Writer)

comments, 47-48
customizing, 52-54
Formatting toolbar, 21-25
groups. See groups (Writer)
images, 26-27
offline work, 32-36
overview, 7
starting, 7
status bar, 8
tables. See tables (Writer)
tables of contents, 31-32
templates. See templates

(Writer)
text editor, maximizing/

minimizing, 21
Welcome message, 8
workspace, 7-9

writing
formulas (Sheet), 123-124
messages (Mail), 199-200

setting options for, 203-206
notes (Planner), 241-242
scripts (Deluge) for applica-

tions (Creator), 176-178
WYSIWYG editors, defined, 273
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X–Y–Z
.xls file extension, 174

Yahoo! accounts, signing into
Zoho through, 5-6

YouTube, video embedding code
in, 61

zip files, 13
ZIP format, downloading attach-

ments (Mail) as, 202
Zoho

benefits of, 1
cost structure, 1
help resources, 6
origin of name, 1

security, 1
signing in through Yahoo! or

Google, 5-6
Zoho accounts, creating, 4-5
Zoho Chat. See Chat
Zoho Chat Widget, 235
Zoho Creator. See Creator
Zoho CRM. See CRM
Zoho Invoice. See Invoice
Zoho Mail. See Mail
Zoho Meeting. See Meeting
Zoho Meeting plug-in, 

installing, 104
Zoho Notebook. See Notebook
Zoho Notebook Helper plug-in, 71
Zoho People. See People

Zoho Planner. See Planner
Zoho Projects. See Projects
Zoho Registered Users option

(Wiki permissions), 286
Zoho Reports. See Reports
Zoho Sheet. See Sheet
Zoho Show. See Show
Zoho Wiki. See Wiki
Zoho Writer. See Writer
Zoom Out/In button (Meeting 

Participant toolbar), 265
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